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Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Bower Ashton Library
AMBruno 2008 – 2014
3rd March - 3rd April 2014
AMBruno is a coalition of artists with diverse individual
practices, including painting, photography, video,
performance, printmaking and sculpture, with a common
interest in the medium of the book. First brought together
in 2008, we are a London based group which has since
grown to include artists from further afield.

Making books is challenging for most of us as artists
working principally in other mediums. Though it takes us
out of the habitual into new spheres of thought, engaging
in conceptual adaptation to a different methodology of a
new medium.

New books are made for each event such as specialised book
fairs and exhibitions. Since 2011 we have been working to
a theme; a call for proposals is made, given a subject title to
respond to, such as Blue, Lines, Black Circle, One-fold books.
These may be taken as a formal, conceptual or referential
springboard. As only a certain number of books can be
shown, a process of selection is undertaken; the proposals
(made anonymous) are given to an independent arbiter.
A choice is made and the selected artists proceed with the
production of their book. Working to a theme creates a mini
show, a self-contained and cohesive body of work connected
by the thread of the motif.
In addition to books, other projects of ours include film/
videos to the constraint of 101 seconds duration, shown in
New York. Surfaces: works on paper exhibited in Porto and

18 prints by 18 artists to the theme of I’m telling you stories.
Trust me. for Multiplied at Christies in 2013.
Lists etc. is our current theme for at the Leeds International
Contemporary Artist’s Book Fair in March 2014, Gustavo
Grandal Montero, Chelsea College of Arts Library, made the
selection for this. The works will include favourite shirts that
the owner can’t wear, failed collections, and an archeology of
erotic writing. Also to be exhibited at this event is Book Act,
for this artists perform and embody the concept or essence
of their book through the medium of film. The exhibition
will comprise of the originating books and corresponding
video work including live performances.

Sophie Loss
As co-founder and project coordinator of the group,
I would like to acknowledge with thanks all the support
and wonderful books of my fellow AMBrunoers.
This exhibition is a representative survey of work produced
over the last six years, books shown by: Alvin Watt
Ana Efe | Barbara Greene | Cally Trench | Charlotte Andrew
Christian Nyampeta | Clare Deniau | Francesca Galeazzi
Heidi Locher | Ingrid Jensen | Jane Grisewood | Joanna Hill
| John McDowall | Judy Goldhill | Julie Johnstone
Karen Blake | Kathryn Faulkner | Louise Atkinson
Lydia Julien | Manya Donaque | Marco Cali | Mary Yacoob
Maureen O’Brien | Nancy Campbell | Paula Naughton
Penny Matheson | Philip Lee | Sara Dell’onze
Sharon Kivland | Shelley Rae | Sophie Loss | Steve Perfect
Valerie Mary | Veronica Pérez Karleson
www.ambruno.co.uk
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The Seventh Day
Hebrew Union College Museum, New York, USA
Until 30th June 2014
Claire Jeanine Satin exhibits her book works in The Seventh
Day at the Hebrew Union College Museum, 4 West 4th
Street, NYC, USA.

This show will travel. One of the subsequent venues will be
the Mosaic Museum in Miami Beach, Florida in 2014.
View more images of the artist’s bookworks at:
http://centralbookingnyc.com/galleries/gallery-1-artistbooks-prints/artists-work/claire-jeanine-satin/
Book Hive
Bristol Central Library, Bristol, UK
Until 7th March 2014
To celebrate the 400th anniversary of Bristol’s public library
service, creative robotics collective Rusty Squid have created
Book Hive, a huge living sculpture which fills the Central
Library’s beautiful vaulted entrance hall with animatronic,
movement-responsive books. The work is on display until
7th March, do try and catch it in action, it’s amazing!

www.rustysquid.org.uk/what.html
And a new video of it in action at: http://bit.ly/1gw0Qx5
Bristol Central Library, College Green, Bristol BS1 5TL, UK.
www.bristol.gov.uk/page/leisure-and-culture/libraries-newsand-events
A Human Document: Selections from the Sackner Archive
of Concrete and Visual Poetry
Pérez Art Museum Miami, USA
Until 25th May 2014
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) presents an extensive
selection of works from the Miami-based collection of
Ruth and Marvin Sackner. Founded in 1979, this “archive
of archives” initially focused on concrete and visual
poetry - including rare manuscripts and published works
by international luminaries such as Augusto and Haroldo
de Campos, Oyvind Fahlström, and Eugen Gomringer.
The collection subsequently grew to encompass a broad
array of historic and contemporary works that synthesise
word and image. Rooted in the early to mid-20th-century
European avant-garde, the collection provides a unique lens
through which to examine the foundational movements
of modernism, including Italian Futurism, Russian
Constructivism, Bauhaus, De Stijl, Dada and Lettrisme,
among others. The Sackners’ contemporary holdings are
also expansive, with special strengths in artists’ books and
“assemblings” (limited-edition groupings of materials by
numerous contributors), as well as various subgenres such
as typewriter art, performance poetry and micrography
(abstract or representational designs comprised of
minuscule lettering). The exhibition begins with a rare, 1897
publication of “Un Coup de des” (A Throw of the Dice), by
Stéphane Mallarmé, which is considered one of the first true
examples of concrete poetry, and it includes hundreds of
objects spanning more than a century of creative expression.
http://www.pamm.org/exhibitions/human-documentselections-sackner-archive-concrete-and-visual-poetry
http://www.pamm.org

Photograph from Rusty Squid: www.rustysquid.org.uk

Binding Desire: Unfolding Artists’ Books
Ben Maltz Gallery at Otis College of Art and Design, USA
Until 30th March 2014
Binding Desire: Unfolding Artists Books is a group exhibition
featuring approximately 120 works from OTIS Millard
Sheets Library’s Special Collection of 2,100 artists’ books
dating from the 1960s to the present. The Otis Artist’s Book
Collection is one of the largest in Southern California. It
houses a wide range of works representing every genre of
artists’ books by such luminaries as Vito Acconci, Joseph
Beuys, and Ed Ruscha, as well as significant works from
major centres of production like Beau Geste Press, Paradise
Press, Printed Matter, Red Fox Press, and Women’s Studio
Workshop. A foundational strength of the collection is its
holdings of artists’ books made in the 1960s and 1970s.
The exhibition also includes a reading room showcasing
new work produced by OTIS students in the Fall 2013
semester.  

If you cannot visit to see it in person, you can view a
selection of images and watch a video at:

Artists featured in Binding Desire: Kim Abeles, Sally Alatalo,
Another Brooklyn chapbook/Julia Hall, Ant Farm, Emily
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Artinian, Molly Barker, Michael Bartalos, Carol June
Barton, Larry Bell, Barbara Bloom, Sarah Bryant, David
Bunn, Chris Burden, Macy Chadwick and Lisa Onstad,
Macy Chadwick, Rebecca Chamlee and Paul Vangelisti,
Rebecca Chamlee and Barbara Maloutas, Julie Chen, Julie
Chn and Clifton Meador, C&C Press/ Matt Cohen and Sher
Zabaszkiewicz, Critical Art Ensemble, Joyce Cutler-Shaw,
Johanna Drucker, Mary Beth Edelson, Sam Erenberg, Carol
Es, Daniel Essig, Eugene Feldman, Fly, Charles Henri Ford,
Annette Gates and Cynthia Lollis, Cheri Gaulke, Cheri
Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Conrad Gleber, Fred Hagstrom,
Karen Hanmer, Romano Hänni, George Herms, Dick
Higgins, Tatana Kellner, Ronald King, Susan E. King, Ellen
Knudson, Karen Kunc, Ken Leslie, Paul Etienne Lincoln,
Margo Lovejoy, Scott McCarney, Paul McCarthy, Marshall
McLuhan, Clifton Meador, Bruce Nauman, Katherin Ng,
Bonnie Thompson Norman, Robert Oberhand, Dain Olsen,
Dennis Oppenheim, Laura Owens, Gary (Gars) Panter,
Werner Pfeiffer, Amy Pirkle, Amy Pirkle and Billy Collins,
Arnoldo Pomodoro, Rachel Rosenthal, Sue Ann Robinson,
Dieter Rot, Edward Ruscha, Niki de Staint Phalle, David
Sandlin, Wilbur “Chip” Schilling, Carolee Schneemann,
Anat Shalev, Buzz Spector, Annie Sprinkle, Jana Sim,
Alexis Smith and Amy Gerstler, Jessica Spring, David
Stairs, Gary Sweeney, Jennifer Tee, Barbara Tetenbaum,
Barbara Tetenbaum and Marilyn Zornado, Beth Thielen and
Katherine Ng, Fred Tomaselli, Rae Trujillo, Jeffrey Vallance,
Kara Elizabeth Walker, Laurie Whitehill Chong, Pamela
Wood, Jeannie Meejin Yoon, and Philip Zimmermann.  
Binding Desire is organised by the Ben Maltz Gallery at
Otis College of Art and Design with the curatorial council
of the following OTIS staff and faculty: Cathy Chambers,
Assistant Director of the Library; Rebecca Chamlee,
Associate Professor in Book Arts; Linda Dare, OTIS
Lab Press Manager; Jeseca Dawson, 2012-14 Curatorial
Fellow; Nancy Jo Haselbacher, Associate Professor in
Communication Arts; Meg Linton, Director of Galleries
and Exhibitions; Sue Maberry, Director of the Library and
Instructional Technology; Barbara Maloutas, Associate
Chair, Communication Arts; and JT Steiny, Senior Lecturer
in Illustration. Additional project advisors and partners
include Guy Bennett, Professor in OTIS Liberal Arts and
Sciences and Grad Writing; Kathleen Walkup, Professor
and Book Art Program Head, Mills College, CA; and artist
Susan E. King. This project is funded in part by The Gladys
Krieble Delmas Foundation and campus project partners
include OTIS Millard Sheets Library, Liberal Arts and
Sciences, Lab Press, Communication Arts, Continuing
Education, and Graduate Writing.
www.otis.edu/benmaltzgallery
galleryinfo@otis.edu
Out of Print Winter Exhibition
Albany Public Library, Pine Hills Branch, USA
Until 29th March 2014
APL presents “Out of Print,” an exhibition of work in a
variety of mediums from artists that respond to the material
qualities of books or use the book format as inspiration for
new physical forms.
Albany Public Library, Pine Hills Branch, 517 Western
Avenue, Albany, NY, USA. www.albanypubliclibrary.org
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Dieter Roth
Cabinet du Livre d’Artiste, Université Rennes, France
Until 20th March 2014
On the occasion of the retrospective exhibition of works
by Dieter Roth at FRAC Bretagne (until 9th March 2014),
the CLA presents an exhibition devoted to the multiple
collaborations of Dieter Roth in the areas of prints and
music. With works by, amongst others: Jan Voss, Robert
Filliou, herman de vries, Dorothy Iannone, Arnulf Rainer,
Daniel Spoerri, Richard Hamilton and Eugen Gomringer.
Cabinet du Livre d’Artiste, Université Rennes 2 - Campus
Villejean, Place du recteur Henri Le Moal, CS 24307 - 35043
Rennes cedex, Bâtiment Erève RDC, France.
www.incertain-sens.org
BOGUS OPERANDI
Good Press, Glasgow, Scotland
Wednesday 5th March - Saturday 29th March 2014
Opening event Wednesday 5th March, 7pm  
Lithic grid lives. Lithic grid grids
A/V PORTAL TO LITHIC GRID
Second edition zine launch. Featuring: Stephen Bloe | Lewis
Cook | Diane Edwards | J-R McNeill | Callum Monteith.

The second edition from LITHIC GRID explores the
space | time | nature | of its inherent making process. All
elements will combine to reflect its own given style, with
the relationship between print | sculpture | music/live being
emphasised. The work in the book and exhibition aims to
reference previous ideas, whilst allowing for new influences
to shape future products. lithicgrid.tumblr.com
Good Press, Based at Mono, 12 Kings Court, Glasgow,
G1 5RB, UK. Monday to Saturday, 11am to 7pm
http://goodpressgallery.co.uk

NO/FUTURE: Mike Taylor
Booklyn, New York, USA
Until 30th March 2014
Whose memories become historical memory? How did the
1960s become The Sixties we are mandated to remember,
bookended by the appearance of The Beatles on Ed Sullivan
and the Manson Family murders? How is Bill Clinton a rock
‘n’ roll president presiding over a nation of apparently self
involved slackers who ended the 90s with a full scale uprising
against unregulated “free” trade in Seattle? What aspects of
your life and culture right now will be nullified by popular
history? Flowers in the dustbin? No Future For You? Mike Taylor

NO/FUTURE responds to this inquiry through a series of
narrative paintings, drawings, prints and three new artists’
book editions varying in execution and content, published
exclusively for this exhibition. NO/FUTURE paints an
episodic panorama birthed from personal memories,
experiences, extensive research, and observations on
political and cultural mythology.
NO/FUTURE is Mike Taylor‘s first solo exhibition in New
York, and Booklyn Art Gallery’s first solo exhibition in
a series dedicated to Brooklyn based artists exhibiting
audacity and prolific outcome in the self publishing
community. Mike Taylor’s organic marriage of text
and imagery and anecdotal inclinations evident in this
exhibition, have carried throughout his career spanning
two decades of screen printing, painting, drawing, editorial
illustration, comics and zines published since the mid 90s.
37 Greenpoint Avenue
4th Floor, Suite E4G, Brooklyn, NY 11222, USA
http://booklyn.org/events/nofuture/
Library Interventions - Sharon Kivland
Leeds College of Art Library, UK
Until 28th March 2014
Library Interventions is a new series of events, workshops,
exhibitions and publications developed by Leeds College of
Art Library. We are collaborating with artists, writers and
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academics to inspire and encourage students as they explore
the relationships between creative practice and theoretical
research.
How do we help developing artists to exploit the wealth of
resources available to them in their library and bridge the
gap so that library users can fully engage with the creative
potential of this rich body of art and knowledge?

Following on from Garry Barker’s highly successful first
Intervention, Art and Fiction, the next artist to take part
in the series is Sharon Kivland, a writer and artist based in
England and France. She is Reader in Fine Art at Sheffield
Hallam University and a Research Associate of the Centre
for Freudian Analysis and Research, London. She describes
her practice as “one of stupid refinement, trapped in
archives, libraries, the arcades, and the intersection of public
political action and private subjectivity”. Sharon will be
sending agents out on her behalf, cascading research into
the curiosity of her elective doppelgangers. The result?
An unfolding mystery shall be caught in a series of reports,
documents and images and gathered in a publication, which
will be launched at the Library Intervention’s conclusion.
This work will also have a presence at Pages: Leeds
International Artist Book Fair. www.leedsartbookfair.com
All events are open to students at Leeds College of Art.
Members of the public are also welcome by appointment.
Please call us on 0113 2028000 for library opening times
and further information.
The Library, Leeds College of Art, Blenheim Walk, Leeds
LS2 9AQ, UK. Tel: 0113 2028000. www.leeds-art.ac.uk
Other Indications
Nicosia Municipal Arts Centre, Nicosia, Cyprus
Until 30 March 2014
The exhibition Other Indications is based on specific
principles and themes. Among others, it critically reviews
the historical aspect of producing exhibitions in Cyprus, and
it approaches the redefinition of the exhibition space in an
experimental way, through spatio-temporal narratives and
alternative memory routes. The collective and experimental
approach adopted for the development of the exhibition
attempts to revise and at times to reverse the familiar
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and expected patterns of interpreting art exhibitions,
using interventions that encourage research, learning and
participation.
More specifically, the library of the Centre is “re-read” by
Nadina Paphitou. Part of the library is relocated to the
main exhibition space and is converted into a reading room
for the visitors, as well as into an archive with multiple
references to the artworks on display and the themes of
the exhibition. Text and image, process and final result,
explanation and various interpretations are put forward
for negotiation, and the visitor is invited to play both a
substantial and an active role.
The collaborative process that shaped the exhibition Other
Indications, as well as the concepts, themes and open
questions regarding curating exhibitions are recorded
and presented in the exhibition catalogue, edited by Elena
Stylianou. The catalogue is approached as another tool for
open and interactive interpretations that allow audiences’
active engagement with the possible readings of the works
on display.
Elena Parpa’s proposal Exercises on Orientation approaches
the concept of landscape as a mnemonic and psychographic
space, which is composed through personal narratives,
memory overlapping, but also through travels –real
and imaginary– which at times activate the desire for
repositioning in space and time. The proposal attempts
to create the conditions for such a reorientation and is
based on two projects. The first is titled Transcapes/The
Halted Traveler by Maria Loizidou and takes the form of a
workshop of “memory recall”, which the artist developed
in collaboration with the curator. In this project, a group of
artists, poets and architects participate: Meletis Apostolides,
Leto Kattou with Leontios Toumpouris, Christodoulos
Makris (image above) and Marianna Christofides, Kyrillos
Sarris with Giorgos Hatzimichalis, and Yves Sabourin.
See also: http://yesbutisitpoetry.blogspot.com/2013/11/
transcapes-halted-traveler.html for more information on
Christodoulos Makris’s book, and http://www.nimac.org.cy/
en/exhibitions/current for full exhibition information.
Opening hours: Tuesday – Saturday: 10:00 – 21:00
Nicosia Municipal Arts Centre, 19 Palias Ilektrikis Street,
1016 Nicosia, Cyprus. www.nimac.org.cy
Fluxjob
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Until 6th July 2014
In the 1960s, George Maciunas urged a small group
of artists to purge the world of bourgeois sickness and
dead art. The result was Fluxus, a non-movement that
expanded the definitions of what art can be. Fluxjob is an
exploration of contemporary artists who continue to create
interdisciplinary anti-art that is ephemeral, inexpensive,
and interactive. The exhibition is co-curated by MCBA
Executive Director Jeff Rathermel and noted Fluxus artist,
publisher and performer Keith Buchholz.
Free and open to the public. Upcoming coordinated
exhibitions and events include:

Cage
Until 9th March 2014
Open Book Lobby Gallery
The beautiful and unique scores of John Cage are presented
in this special exhibition that highlights the critical role
of musicians and composers in the early development
of Fluxus and the enduring value of performance in
contemporary art.
Duchamp Sucks: An Evening of Fluxus Performances
Saturday, March 15; 7–9pm
MCBA gallery and studios
Join us for a unique event featuring local and national
performance artists who are living and loving the nonart reality dream. We’re not sure what will happen, but it
certainly will be different.
Fluxus Ruckus, All Ages Open House
Saturday, April 19; 10am–4pm
MCBA gallery and studios
All are welcome to this day of fun and exploration. Help
re-create classic Fluxus performances, view book art
demonstrations, and make cool stuff through a variety of
hands-on activities – including rubber stamping, book
binding, and letterpress printing.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public seven
days a week: Mon, Weds-Sat: 10am-5pm; Tues: 10am-9pm;
Sun: 12-4pm.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in the Open
Book Building in downtown Minneapolis; 1011 Washington
Ave S, First Floor, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA.
www.mnbookarts.org
Zoom Zoom Zoom - Katherina Manolessou
Material, Ludlow, UK
1st - 14th March 2014
An exhibition of screenprinted works from the new book
Zoom Zoom Zoom by Katherina Manolessou, published by
Macmillan Children’s Books. Signed books and original
prints for sale. For more information on the artist, visit:
www.lemoneyed.com
Material, 131 Corve Street, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 2PG,
UK. Open: Wed/Thurs/Fri/Sat: 10:00-17:30, Sun: 11:00 16:00, Mon / Tues: CLOSED. www.materialmaterial.com
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Kate Cheney Chappell 83 Center for Book Arts
USM Portland, USA
Until 1st May 2014
This is part of a travelling exhibition of more than 250
artists’ books made by international artists from 24
countries. The books and broadsides in this exhibit were
made in response to the March 5, 2007 car bomb that
exploded on al-Mutanabbi Street, the ancient street of
booksellers, poets and writers, located at the literary and
cultural heart of Baghdad, Iraq. This exhibition, curated by
Beau Beausoleil and Sarah Bodman, aims to bear witness to
the events on al-Mutanabbi Street, and to collectively affirm
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that the right to a free exchange of ideas and culture in
public space is never to be taken for granted.

“I’d like to dedicate the readings this year to the tens of
thousands of “disappeared” in Iraq. I’d like to dedicate these
readings to the Iraqi dead who are still in mass graves, or in
isolated shallow ditches. To all the Iraqi dead that have still
not been found by their families. We all understand the grief
of knowing that your loved one is most probably dead, but
never having the chance to see their body, never having the
chance to have your grief be made visible in the presence of
that body. And of never having the chance to send that body
on its journey with your love.“
The Arab British Centre and Banipal are pleased to be
bringing together individuals working in the industry,
to support and celebrate the significance of independent
publishing and bookselling.

Transgressing the Page, Cheryl Penn, 2013

Panel Discussion and Exhibition Reception for
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here, Wednesday 26th March
2014, 4-6pm. Unum Great Room, 7th floor, Glickman
Family Library, University of Southern Maine, 96 Falmouth
St, Portland, ME, USA. Panelists Jesseca Ferguson, Anna
Wexler and Stephanie Stigliano are each Boston-area artists
who are participants in the al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
exhibition. They will discuss their experiences with this
global response to the 2007 car bomb that exploded on
al-Mutanabbi Street, the ancient street of booksellers,
poets and writers, in the literary and cultural heart of
Baghdad, Iraq.

Helping to place the bombing in its wider context, there
will be a discussion with London-based publishers and
booksellers; Margaret Obank, co-founder of Banipal;
Barbara Schwepke, founder of Haus Publishing and
bookshop BookHaus; Ghassan Fergiani, founder of Darf
Publishing, Dar Fergiani and bookshops including West
End Lane Books; chaired by journalist Brian Whitaker.

University of Southern Maine, Portland, ME 04104, USA.
https://usm.maine.edu/bookarts/panel-discussion-andexhibition-reception-al-mutanabbi-street-starts-here
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Arab British Centre, London, UK
20th – 28th March 2014
A selection of artists’ books and broadsides from the project
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here will be shown alongside a
programme of events including: The Arab British Centre
& Banipal Present Seven Years On: Preserving Literary
Heritage, Wednesday 5 March 2014, 14:30 - 16:30
The Arab British Centre is proud to present an afternoon of
poetry readings and discussion on the seventh anniversary
of the bombing of Al Mutanabbi Street.
In March 2007, tragedy struck the heart and soul of
Baghdad’s cultural and intellectual community. Al
Mutanabbi Street was destroyed by a car bomb which killed
over thirty people and wounded more than one hundred.
The winding street filled with bookshops and outdoor stalls
has for centuries been a meeting place for poets, political
dissidents and literary aficionados, and is named after the
famous 10th century classical Arab poet, Al-Mutanabbi.
Beau Beausoleil, founder of the coalition Al Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here, expressed the importance of
commemorating the anniversary of the bombing;
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The event of a chair once used for sitting, Moira Williams, 2012

To coincide with the discussion, the Iraqi actress, Dina
Mousawi and Syrian actor Ammar Haj Ahmad will perform
poems by Saadi Youssef from the anthology Al Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here. Photographs of Al Mutanabbi Street
will be projected throughout, portraying the energy of the
bookselling community before and the tragedy after the
bombing.
This event will also give the audience an opportunity
to browse the Banipal – Arab British Centre Library of
Modern Arab Literature (BALMAL) for related books, and
purchase copies of Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here.
Meeting Room, The Arab British Centre, 1 Gough Square,
London, EC4A 3DE. http://www.arabbritishcentre.org.uk/
what-we-offer/library
Reanimation Library/Gowanus Branch
Proteus Gowanus, Brooklyn, USA
Until 16th March 2014
Proteus Gowanus’s project-in-residence Reanimation
Library presents Reanimation Library/Gowanus Branch
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with new work by Jen Bervin, David East, and Marget Long.
The exhibition will also include a selection of water-related
books from the library’s collection. The exhibition works
in sculpture, photography, video, installation and textile all
grew out of an initial encounter with printed material, often
from the library’s own collection.
The Reanimation Library will temporarily relocate its
water-related books from the stacks in the back of Proteus
Gowanus to the main gallery space. Titles will include Ebb
and Flow: The Tides of Earth, Air, and Water, The Effect of
Water on Rock Powders, Waves and Beaches: The Dynamics
of the Ocean Surface, Water Flying, Of Water, Salt and Life:
An Atlas of Fluid and Electrolyte Balance in Health and
Disease, Abyss: The Deep Sea and the Creatures that Live in
It, and The Shocking Truth About Water: The Universal Fluid
of Death.
Hours: Thursday & Friday 3–6; Saturday & Sunday 12–6.
Proteus Gowanus
543 Union Street, #1C, Brooklyn, NY 11215, USA.
www.reanimationlibrary.org
http://proteusgowanus.org/reanimation-library/
Current exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New
York, until 29th March 2014
Silence Unbound: The Artist’s Lexicon in the Making
Organised by Heather Powell
The artists featured in Silence Unbound often work in
familiar forms, but have at some point been driven to create
or conceive of an object that incorporates their language
into a book-like design. The juxtaposition of the book next
to an artwork- painting, print, photograph, or performance
ephemera- is meant to delineate a space that considers the
translation of the artist’s aesthetic vocabulary into writing
systems. Featured Artists include: Dean Ebben, David
Hammons, Candace Hicks, Christopher K. Ho, Jenny
Holzer, Alison Knowles, Jessica Lagunas, Matthew C. Lange,
Dani Leventhal, Barbara Rosenthal, Buzz Spector, Emily
Speed, and Kristen Tordella-Williams.

and foreign artists, as well as working collaboratively with
over a dozen Cuban artists in creating a series of prints
and artists’ books. The exhibition features the trilogy
Cronica insular: Poder, 2010, Privacidad, 2011, La Espera,
2013, artists’ books created from this ongoing Cuban
collaboration as well as La Acera, a new book on his
experiences in Havana.
Featured Artist Project: SP Weather Reports (2008-2013)
Published by SP Weather Station
(Natalie Campbell and Heidi Neilson)
Featuring six years of monthly editions by 85 artists.
SP Weather Station is an interdisciplinary project that
collects weather data and produces weather-related events,
publications, and exhibitions. Each year, SPWS publishes
a collated portfolio of weather reports. One artist (or artist
group) per month is invited to ‘report’ on the weather data
taken by SPWS instruments on the roof of Flux Factory in
Long Island City, NY. This open-ended assignment may be
interpreted strictly or loosely; artists have created prints,
booklets, drawings, audio files, photos and video.
On view at the Center for Book Arts are six years of SP
Weather Reports (2008-2013):72 reports by 85 artists.
http://spweatherstation.net
All exhibitions are on show until 29th March 2014.
28 West 27th Street, Third Floor
New York, New York 10001, USA.
www.centerforbookarts.org
La Durée du Donte (the duration of doubt) – Éric Watier
ENSA Limoges, France
Until 11th March 2014
Retrospectives are often an opportunity to assert a form,
an approach or orientation within a work. The duration
of doubt is a printed retrospective trying instead to show
doubts, hiatus and errors.
École nationale supérieure d’art de Limoges
19 avenue Martin Luther King, BP 73824
87038 Limoges Cédex 01, France. www.ericwatier.info
http://ensa-limoges.fr/exposition-deric-watier-la-duree-dudoute/
PAPER PARADOX: Material and Meaning
Carroll Square Gallery, Washington D.C., USA
Until 24th April 2014
Curated By Helen Frederick. Artists: Mei Mei Chang,
Patterson Clark, Ceci Cole Mcinturff, Suzanne Desaix
Helen Frederick, Alexis Granwell, Alice Quatrochi, Beverly
Ress, Pat Sargent, Peter Winant

La espera, Norberto Marrero Pírez - top, Orlando Montalbán
Rodríguez

Featured Artist Project: Aqui en la lucha - Steven Daiber
For the past thirteen years, Steven Daiber, of Red Trillium
Press, has been visiting and teaching in Cuba regularly.
Since 2001 he has been facilitating dialogue between Cuban
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PAPER PARADOX: Material and Meaning features artists
who explore hand-formed paper’s sculptural, surface and
narrative capabilities. Re-purposing cloth, cellulose, and
plant material, these works use paper’s highly interpretive
surfaces and dynamic shrinkage to make new creative
statements. Its curator is Helen Frederick, distinguished
artist, educator, coordinator of international projects, and
the founder of Pyramid Atlantic. She is a Professor of Art
and Director of Printmaking in the School of Art and

Design, George Mason University, and also features work in
the exhibition.

present in maps, his altered books turn two-dimensional
maps into three-dimensional sculptures.

Among the works shown, Frederick and veteran DC area
artist Winant employ the pulp’s surface to receive pigment
and embedded material in their works. Patterson Clark, a
naturalist and writer for the Washington Post, values how
invasive and non-invasive plants can be transformed into
elegant sheets of paper for printing and painting.

State Library of Victoria, 328 Swanston St, Melbourne,
Victoria 3000, Australia. www.slv.vic.gov.au
The Printed Page
Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Until 5th April 2014
In celebration of Denver’s inaugural Mo’Print (month of
printmaking), Abecedarian Gallery is pleased to be hosting
The Printed Page. The exhibit is on view until April 5, 2014.
The exhibition features contemporary works that include
letterpress, intaglio, lithography, relief printing, pressure
printing, monoprint/type, or stencil/silkscreen from an
international roster of artists.
In the main gallery are selections chosen from international
submissions by Jessy Randall and Aaron Cohick.

A 6-volume, boxed sculptural book Thoughts Are Things by
Ceci Cole McInturff (image above) features original text,
printed on seemingly in-motion flax pages. Each chapter
is boxed in leather with a cast human head, progressively
transforming as its thoughts variably blind, silence, and
ultimately spill outside it, expansively. Inspired by Prentice
Mulford’s 1889 text of the same title, its writing resembles
journal or diary entries reflecting on spiritual condition and
states of mind. Its 21” h x 27” w boxes also speak narratively,
and were collaboratively designed with, and all fabricated
by, book artist Kristín Guðbrandsdóttir. Cole McInturff and
Guðbrandsdóttirare founding members of the 87FLORIDA
Artist Collective, which produces innovative hand-formed
paper surfaces and architecture, and highly sculptural
interpretations of book.
Carroll Square Gallery, 975 F Street, Washington D.C.
20004, USA. Mon-Fri 8am-6pm
A conspiracy of cartographers: a series of book sculptures
Nicholas Jones
State Library of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia.
Until Sunday 4th May 2014
La Trobe Reading Room. Level 3. Leading book sculptor
Nicholas Jones (www.bibliopath.org) created a fantastic new
body of sculptural works inspired by the groundbreaking
atlas Terrarum Orbis Theatrum by Abraham Ortelius (1574),
as part of his 2012-13 Creative Fellowship at the Library.
Inspired by the topographical contours and line-work
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Mary V. Marsh The Chronicle Times: news delivery systems, 2012

Here’s what they have to say about the process:
Jessy Randall: I’m the Curator of Special Collections at
Colorado College, and I sometimes teach a course called
The History and Future of the Book. One of the questions
we ask in that class, over and over, is: what is a book?
Jurying the Abecedarian show made me ask that question
in a new way. I didn’t have to think about how something
would be useful in teaching, or whether it would fit on a
bookshelf, or how I would preserve it long-term; I could
simply respond to the work of art as a viewer and a reader.
This turned out to be a lot of fun, especially because I cojuried with Aaron Cohick, Printer at the Press at Colorado
College, and got to see how he thinks about books and book
arts. Frequently, he pointed out something in a work that
I wouldn’t have seen on my own, like inking or stamping
techniques. I found something to appreciate in everything
submitted to the exhibition and was sorry we couldn’t
choose it all. The show we put together is, perhaps, a visual
representation of the difficulty of defining bookness and the
blurriness of the line between book and not a book.
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Aaron Cohick: Jessy & I had to consider the book-ness of
the books and the broadside-ness of the broadsides (what
makes a print a broadside?). We also had to take into
account the printed-ness of their printing: how and why
were these pieces printed? Does the printing play a critical
role in determining the aesthetic and content of the piece?
Ultimately our decisions about what to include covered
a wide range of approaches to both form and content:
from traditional “fine printing” to dirty “make-it-happenprinting,” text-based books & broadsides and image-based
books & broadsides, book books and sculptural books,
political books and personal books. Each of the selected
pieces possesses a coherence as a whole, printed object, a
complete and engaging work of art.

Sara Langworthy New Patterns in Old Stylesystems, 2013

Included are 37 works by 33 artists from the United States,
the United Kingdom, Japan, South Korea and Denmark:
Andrea Peterson, Anne Covell, Annwyn Dean, Bryan
Kring, David Moyer, Elizabeth Boyne, Elizabeth Munger,
Jenny Craig, Jessica Spring, Karen Zimmermann, Katherine
Venturelli, Kunyoung Chang, Laura Ladendorf, Lisa Miles,
Louisa Boyd, Marc Addison Brown, Marianne Dages,
Mary Uthuppuru, Mary V. Marsh, Megan Adie, Meryl
DePasquale, Michael Sharp, Mike Sonnichsen, Nanette
Wylde, Poppy Dully, Richard Steiner, Sara Langworthy,
Sarah Smith, Stephanie Copoulos-Selle, Thomas Parker
Williams, Tom Virgin, Turner Hilliker and Ugly Duckling
Press.
Featured in the Reading Room are selections by gallery
artists who include hand printed elements in their book
works. An online catalogue of the exhibition is available for
viewing here: http://bit.ly/1g5kZrp
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO 80204, USA
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
www.abecedariangallery.com
http://abecedariangallery.wordpress.com
Wendezeit. Die deutsche Einheit im Spiegel von
Künstlerbüchern aus der Sammlung Reinhard Grüner
Staatliche Bibliothek Regensburg, Germany
Until 3rd May 2014
An exhibition of artists’ books from the collection of
Reinhard Grüner will be on show until 3rd May 2014.
Join the curator for a walking tour of the exhibition on
15th March at 3pm. Staatliche Bibliothek Regensburg
Gesandtenstr. 13, 93047 Regensburg, Germany.
http://www.staatliche-bibliothek-regensburg.de
Monday - Friday, 9.00 - 18.00, Saturday 14.00 - 18.00

OPENING UP THE BOOK Exhibitions
Bank Street Arts, Sheffield, UK
Opening Up the Book is a collaboration between Bank
Street Arts and The University of Sheffield, centred around
the Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize and drawing
upon artist’s book collections held by both institutions. In
October and November of 2013 hosted a series of events
including exhibitions, performances, a Symposium, artist’s
talks, workshops and a zine fair. Building upon the success
of this initial collaboration, we are hosting further events in
March and April of 2014, with more to follow later in the
year.
Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize 2013 Prize Winners
Until 22nd March 2014. 11am – 4pm, Wednesday to
Saturday. Venue: Bank Street Arts. Free Admission
A Showcase featuring all of the winning entries from last
year’s Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize including
those shortlisted by the Jury.
Last year’s open exhibition featuring all entries submitted
for the 4th Edition of the Prize featured over 450 books
from 35 different countries leaving visitors delighted
and bemused by the array of works on offer. This smaller
exhibition of winning entries gives visitors the chance to
examine a smaller selection of the total entry in more detail
and compare the books chosen by the Jury with those voted
for by the public.
Artists’ Books in
Miniature
Until 22nd March 2014.
11am – 4pm, Wednesday
to Saturday. Venue:
Bank Street Arts. Free
Admission
An exhibition of artists’
books from our Collection focusing on the smaller books
that can often get overlooked in large exhibitions. Visitors
are offered the chance to get up close, pick up and handle
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books that fit into matchboxes, books smaller than the palm
of their hands as well as books which reduce to the size of
a large postage stamp but when opened up miraculously
multiply in size.
Details of artists’ books featured in this exhibition can be
found at http://openingupthebook.weebly.com
The Art of the Book and Book Arts
26th March – 19 April 2014. 11am – 4pm, Wednesday to
Saturday. Venue: Bank Street Arts. Free Admission
An exhibition focusing upon the collaboration between
Bank Street Arts and the University of Sheffield highlighting
key aspects of the ‘Opening Up the Book’ project with a
particular emphasis on artist’s books that exploit text in a
variety of ways.

Details of artists’ books and realia featured in this exhibition
can be found at http://openingupthebook.weebly.com

International Women’s Day (March 8) to highlight the value
of female artists’ contribution to the cultural heritage of
Australia. Women in the Arts involves a cross-venue visual
arts featuring artists’ books, book-based sculptural forms
and text-based works from 12 regional, Australian and
overseas artists. Invited artists: Raewyn Biggs (QLD), Louisa
Boyd (UK), Fiona Dempster (QLD), Barbara Dover (QLD),
Louisa Ennis-Thomas (QLD), Vide Freiberg (QLD), Ania
Gilmore (US), Mandy Gunn (VIC), Kyoko Imazu (VIC),
Liz Jeneid (NSW), Susan Porteous (US), Rose Rigley (QLD)
Curated by Rose Rigley.
Workshop: Concertina Books, Sat 15 March, 12.30 3.30pm / $50 pp. KickArts Contemporary Arts Ltd. Abbott
Street, Cairns, Australia. http://kickarts.org.au
Mon – Sat 10am to 5pm
Social Paper: Hand Papermaking in the Context of Socially
Engaged Art
Center for Book & Paper Arts, Chicago, USA
Until 5th April 2014
Co-curated by Jessica Cochran and Melissa Potter, in
correlation with the Annual College Art Association
Conference Evening at Columbia College Chicago, Friday
& Saturday, March 14 & 15.

Peace Paper Workshop (Istanbul)

What to do – Bas Fontein
26th March – 19 April 2014. 11am – 4pm, Wednesday to
Saturday. Venue: Bank Street Arts. Free Admission
All Prize Winners in the Sheffield International Artist’s
Book Prize are offered exhibitions at Bank Street Arts in
the year following the Prize. In March and April we are
delighted that Dutch artist and joint winner of the Jury
Prize, Bas Fontein, will stage a gallery based exhibition of
his book ‘What to do’ using light boxes. The show will also
feature flip books, and include short movies made using
such books.
Knock Knock Contemporary Artists’ Initiative presents:
Booked - artists’ books and text-based works
KickArts Contemporary Arts, Cairns Australia
Until 22nd March 2014
An annual exhibition event which coincides with
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According its proponents, socially engaged art blurs
the lines between politics, community organising and
art. Projects such as community gardens and centres,
interactive and multi-generational workshops, educational
programs, and public art invoke the spirit of urgent social
transformation. The exhibition initiative Social Paper
charts the evolution of the art of hand papermaking in
relation to recent discourse around socially engaged art
and points specifically to craft, labour and site specificity,
as well as the collaborative and community aspects of hand
papermaking as contemporary art practice. From urban
elementary schools to indigenous tribes in Latin America
to communities of international war veterans, hand
papermaking artists and practitioners translate this medium
into meaningful activity with diverse constituencies.
To date, no major exhibitions or discourse around this
important and timely theme exist. This exhibition will
contribute to new scholarship in the field of craft arts and
specifically hand papermaking, as well as feature the work
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of the Center for Book and Paper Arts, a unique institution
in Chicago, and the world that supports critical discourse
and interdisciplinary activity in the book and paper arts.

Papel Picado from A Homecoming for Julia, by Laura Anderson
Barabata (2013)

DIY Paper - Drop-in Workshops with The People’s
Library:
Thursday 13th March, 5-8pm, Center for Book and Paper
Arts, 1104 S Wabash Ave, 2nd Floor.
Friday 14th March 10-1pm, Columbia College Chicago
Library, 624 South Michigan Ave.
Free and open to the public.

Alighiero e Boetti / Marinus Boezem / Christian Boltanski
/ Denis Briand / Marcel Broodthaers / Stanley Brouwn /
George Brecht / Claude Closky / Simon Cutts / Thomas A.
Clark / Les Coleman / Wim Delvoye / herman et susanne
de vries / Jan Dibbets / Peter Downsbrough / Hans-Peter
Feldmann / Philippe Favier / Alec Finlay / Hamish Fulton
/ Paul-Armand Gette / Eugen Gomringer / Felix GonzalezTorres / Geoffrey Hendricks / Dick Higgins / Jean-Marie
Krauth / Robert Lax / Richard Long / Hansjörg Mayer /
Stuart Mills / Simon Morris / Maurizio Nannucci / Bruce
Nauman / Julien Nédélec / Yoko Ono / Dieter Roth / David
Elk / Bernard Villers
1 place Attane, F–87500, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 11.00 to 13.00 and 14.00 to
18.00 except public holidays. Free entry. www.cdla.info
www.lecdla.wordpress.com

The People’s Library (Richmond, VA)

Join artists of The People’s Library and learn how to
create paper out of discarded books, while discussing the
importance of local histories and participatory culture.
In conjunction with the Columbia College Chicago Library
on the occasion of Social Paper.

Carolyn Thompson - Great Loves and Other Works
Eagle Gallery, London, UK
Until 14th March 2014
Carolyn Thompson’s first solo exhibition with the Eagle
Gallery focuses on a series of recent works that use
Penguin’s Great Loves publications as the source for rereadings of the original texts. Thompson’s work plays in
conceptual ways with the context and tone of the books,
which include Boccaccio’s The Eaten Heart, Freud’s Deviant
Love and Kierkegaard’s The Seducer’s Diary.

Columbia College Chicago - Center for Book & Paper Arts
1104 S. Wabash Avenue, Suite 200, Chicago, IL 60605, USA
www.colum.edu/Academics/Interarts/book-and-paper/
index.php
http://cbpasocialpaper.wordpress.com
Remuer ciel et terre
Centre des livres d’artistes, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 14th June 2014
A collaboration between le Centre des livres d’artistes and
les Abattoirs – Frac Midi-Pyrénées.
The exhibition takes as a starting point Luke Howard’s
On the modification of clouds, a text published in 1803 in
which the author lays the foundation for cloud classification.
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In works such as ‘Til Death Do Us Part (from Virgil’s
Doomed Love) she uses the original work as material,
slicing away text, or painstakingly sewing new words into
place to alter the narrative. In The Wicked Web and Heart
of Glass, sequences of abstract drawings are derived from
using the relationship between full stops in sequential
pages of The Seducer’s Diary. The tangled, web-like effect
of the drawings mimics the complex process of seduction
described in the text.

Thompson has shown in numerous UK and international
exhibitions since 2001 and her most recent solo exhibition
took place at the Laurence Sterne Trust, Shandy Hall in
2012. Her work is held in collections including the Laurence
Sterne Trust, Shandy Hall; York College Artists Book
Collection, York; MGLC International Centre for Graphic
Arts, Ljubljana; and Frank Williams Collection, USA.

Displaced
2014 International Book Art Competition and Exhibition
The Wiener Library, London, UK
From 6th March 2014
The winner and selected entries will be displayed in the
Wolfson Reading Room from the World Book Day on 6th
March for a duration of six weeks.

For further information please contact: Emma Hill, Eagle
Gallery, 159 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AL, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 207 833 2674. www.emmahilleagle.com
Gallery hours: Weds - Fri 11am - 6pm, Sat 11am - 4pm

The International Book Art Competition and exhibition is
a new project for the Wiener Library. In September 2013
we advertised a call for submissions of book art works
under the theme of “Displaced”; we were looking for artistic
responses to the Holocaust and other genocides that engage
with the book as a medium of memory and history.

‘Il sistema mi ha messo in croce’
Artists’ Books Archive & Palazzo Galloni, Milan, Italy
23rd - 24th March 2014
Archivio Libri d’artista – Artists’ Books Archive & Palazzo
Galloni, Milan, Italy presents: ‘Il sistema mi ha messo in
croce’ OMAGGIO A CAVELLINI - HOMAGE TO
CAVELLINI 1914 - 2014.
Curated by Fernanda Fedi and Gino Gini.

Throughout the past six months we have received an
overwhelming response, with over eighty submissions by
artists from thirteen different countries around the world.
The entries range from altered books, using books provided
by the Wiener Library, to artist books and are inspired
by different motives including the artist’s family history,
current world affairs or the subject of the book itself, to
name a few.
The entries were reviewed by a panel of five judges: Guy
Begbie, Book Artist and Printmaker; Dr Monica BohmDuchen, Department of History of Art, Birkbeck; Yolanda
Cruz-Suarez, Manager of Store Street Gallery; Barbara
Greisman, Artist; and Kat Hübschmann, Senior Librarian at
the Wiener Library.

Verranno esposti libri, diari, cataloghi, cartoline , lettere,
buste, operazioni postali andata e ritorno, francobolli,
manifesti, documenti (since 1972) e testimonianze della
MAIL correspondence Art di Gino Gini con GAC.
Sunday 23rd March 4-7pm and Monday 24th March 4-7pm

Irmari Nacht’s recycled artist’s book, Books39Isaiah was
one of the books selected to be included in this exhibition.
Over the past several years, Nacht has been working on a
recycled books series entitled “SAVED” which uses books
that otherwise might be discarded and transforms them into
artworks. The books are cut, sometimes into slivers which
curl and undulate, and return to the tree-like shape from
which the paper was made.

Archivio Libri d’artista/Artists’ Books Archive
Alzaia Naviglio Grande 66 – 20144 Milano, Italy.
www.archiviolibridartista.com www.fedi-gini-artistbook.org
fernanda-fedi@tiscali.it gino-gini@libero.it
Index at Hanover Project, Preston, UK
Curated by Craig Atkinson of Café Royal Books
Index will be a book, printed as an edition of 500-1000 and
an exhibition of that book. The book and prints of pages,
will be shown as artefacts on the gallery walls. There will be
two essays commissioned to accompany the project. Index
focuses on ‘the book’. The role of the book in documenting,
communicating and displaying. The ability the book has
to create a new narrative, determined by the placement of
content, and where the book is first opened. The content of
Index will have been used previously to communicate in
another context, for another purpose. Exhibition and book
launch Tuesday 1st April, at Hanover Project, University of
Central Lancashire, Preston. www.caferoyalbooks.com
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Nacht’s Books39Isaiah (image above), uses the prophet
Isaiah’s writings and later Babylonian exile words that form
the Book of Isaiah which is part of Jewish, Christian, and
Islamic faiths. It deals with God’s plan of punishment, the
cleansing of evil, displacement, suffering, and survival.
Scholars argue whether or not Isaiah 53 is a prophecy of
Jewish suffering in the Shoah.
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Nacht said: “In my recycled artist book, I am fascinated by
the beauty of the Hebrew letters as they reach out to the
viewer. The words are not immediately readable, but give
an impression of content. The words are displaced from the
book, much like the Nazi’s victims who were removed from
their homes. But there is hope; in its recycling, the torn
pages take a tree-like shape, and a tree is life.”
Her artwork, using the book as a metaphor, addresses
environmental concerns, change and transformation,
information received and denied, altered reality, as well
as the concept of multiple imagery, which highlights the
strength and energy of repeated elements.
The Wiener Library for the Study of the Holocaust &
Genocide, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK.
www.wienerlibrary.co.uk
Non-Sterile: works on magazines by Linda Toigo
The Belfry, St. John on Bethnal Green, London, UK
6th March - 3rd April 2014
In her latest series of works, Linda Toigo presents ‘NonSterile’, a site-specific installation at St John on Bethnal
Green.

Linda Toigo, Vanity Fear (above) and Paper Dolls (below)

Conventionally a site of ritual and contemplation, Toigo
situates her works in the belfry of a church, ultimately
disrupting the formality of the environment and revealing
a sacrificial offering of traditional beauty.
Armed with a non-sterile scalpel blade, the paper artist
carves through the sterile glossy imagery of perfection
represented in magazines to reveal the fast-paced

ephemeral nature of beauty imagery. Meticulously
excavating ubiquitous layers, she singles out individual
images suspended in time to reveal a pattern that simulates
a complex interplay of light and darkness.
The multitude of a magazine’s smiling lips, bright eyes and
translucent limbs is exposed in ‘Vanity Fear’, an unsettling
series of portraits that hang in the solemn space. Alongside
this, ‘Paper Dolls’ deploys an army of unattainable sleek
feminine flawlessness that, rising from carved pages of
Vogue, cast dark shadows on the surroundings.
Combined, the works cut away at the ideal images of beauty
and reveal a juxtaposition between the overexposure of
perfection with the ritualistic dissection of the glossy image.
The Belfry, St. John on Bethnal Green
200 Cambridge Heath Road, London E2 9PA, UK.
Part of Whitechapel First Thursday: 6th March 6-9pm
and 3rd April 6-9pm. Opening times: Thursdays 6-9pm /
Saturdays 2-6pm and by appointment.
www.stjohnonbethnalgreen.org
lindatoigo.wordpress.com
Matthew Weinstein - Nocturne, 2013
BravinLee programs, New York, USA
Until 15th March 2014
BravinLee is pleased to present an artist’s book by Matthew
Weinstein. Weinstein’s books begin with texts that are
based on the scripts from his animated films. The text pages
are juxtaposed with images and patterns that he has been
developing throughout his work; never illustrating the texts,
but rather nudging them in various abstract directions.
He assembles the books using paper, old library index
cards, pen, ink and paint. Like all his work, Weinstein takes
the forms of illustration and deprives them of a logical
reference so they can only be approached through the logic
of abstraction.
Matthew Weinstein lives and works in New York. He has
had solo exhibitions at Sonnabend Gallery NY, Wetterling
Gallery, Stockholm, Carolina Nitsch, NY, Kevin Bruk,
Miami and Baldwin Gallery, Aspen.
526 West 26th Street #211, New York, NY 10001, USA.
www.bravinlee.com
Please Come to the Show
Exhibition Research Centre, Liverpool John Moores
University, Liverpool, UK
Until 11th April 2014
Initiated and curated by David Senior. Designed by John
Webster. Since its beginnings, the MoMA Library has
housed several collections of artists’ files and subject
files, which contain assorted printed ephemera like
announcement cards, press clippings, posters, and flyers.
These materials illustrate an elaborate range of artistic
activities and can contain unique elements from an artist’s
practice.
This exhibition gathers a sample of innovative printed
invitations, small posters, and flyers from c.1960 to the
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present from the MoMA Library collection. The selection
traces ways in which artists, designers, and galleries have
used invitation cards and other printed announcements
as a part of the staging of conceptual works, installations,
performances, and other time-based events and screenings.
This diverse grouping of ephemera explores the various,
often surprising ways that we have been invited to
experience art.
These materials are important research documents. They
provide descriptive evidence of particular moments in art
history, evoking the setting and spirit of artists’ practices
and illuminating networks of artists, spaces, and ideas. The
invitations reflect, disguise, or reconstitute artworks and
can act as mechanisms that direct the audience’s experience
of the work, and some are also artworks themselves. They
give clues about librarians’ and curators’ involvement with
particular artists or scenes in New York and abroad, and
part of their story is the various traces of the hands they
have passed through on their way into the collection.
More recent materials characterise the persistence of
innovative print invitations within the context of our shift
to online communication. Part of the interest in doing an
exhibition now of special invitations and flyers is related to
the recognition that this phenomenon of the art invitation
has changed. As libraries and archives actively work towards
collecting digital content and as galleries and museums
phase out their printed invitations, it is a fitting moment to
reflect on the various forms the printed invitation has taken
in contemporary art practices.
David Senior is the Bibliographer at The Museum of
Modern Art Library, where he manages collection
development, including the library’s artists’ books
collection. He also curates exhibitions – most recently
‘Millenium Magazines’ (2012), ‘Access to Tools: Publications
from the Whole Earth Catalog, 1968–74’ (2011) and ‘Scenes
from Zagreb: Artists’ Publications of the New Art Practice’
(2011) – and the annual programme of events for the New
York and Los Angeles Art Book Fairs. His writing has
appeared in Frieze, Bulletins of the Serving Library, A Prior,
Art Papers and C Magazine, and since 2008 he has published
an artist’s book series through the New York Art Book Fair,
with titles by Dexter Sinister, David Horvitz, Emily Roysdon
and Eve Fowler, among others. He is a member of the
advisory boards of Printed Matter, Art Metropole, Primary
Information, Yale Union, and the Serving Library.

Humann, Maria Ikonomopoulou, Barbara Knight, Imni
Lee, Renee Magnanti, Christina Mitrentse, Robert C.
Morgan, Giorgos Papadatos, Nikos Papadimitriou, Artemis
Potamianou.
Lo and Behold presents the exhibition Reflections on Art and
Literature, at rosalux – the Berlin-based art office. Artemis
Potamianou (Athens based) and Thalia Vrachopoulos (New
York based) are the curators.
The relationship between visual art and literature - close,
reciprocal and multifaceted in terms of aims and objectives
- is characterised by a dynamic interaction which had been
going on for centuries and constitutes a popular area of
art history, with different approaches depending on the
researcher’s starting point.
Yet even without aspiring to follow such an approach, one
can hardly fail to observe the common path, the parallel
interpretation of historical reality and the interaction among
so different fields of artistic creation, to the point where they
go beyond being mere stimuli and sources of inspiration for
each other as their boundaries are abolished in the oeuvre of
certain artists.
The different roles but also the influences exchanged
between literature and visual art make this a typical
example of the evolution of a productive symbiotic relation.
Although varying in their nature and expressive media,
their creative process heeds comparable principles and
fulfils similar needs, providing new paths and opportunities
for discourse over and beyond the individual traits of
images and language.
Wriezener Straße 12, 13359 Berlin-Wedding, Germany
www.rosalux.com Exhibition hours: Thursday to Saturday,
3pm - 6pm and by appointment.

Exhibition Research Centre, John Lennon Art and Design
Building, Liverpool John Moores University, Duckinfield
Street, Liverpool L3 5RD, UK. Tel: 0151 904 1216. When
exhibitions are on, the ERC is open from 10am to 5pm,
Monday to Friday. http://erc-ljmu.org
Reflections On Art And Literature
Rosalux Gallery, Berlin, Germany
Until 22nd March 2014
Organised by Lo and Behold.
Curators: Artemis Potamianou & Thalia Vrachopoulos.
Closing event 22nd March 2014.
Artists: Rebecca Agnes, Isabel Baraona, Kostas Bassanos,
Tiny Domingos, Cris Giannakos, Meg Hitchcock, Richard
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Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
The Institute Library, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
1st March - 3rd May 2014
Exhibition and readings coordinated by Stephen Kobasa.
847 Chapel Street, New Haven, CT 06510, USA.
Open Monday - Friday, 10:00 - 6:00, Saturday, 11:00 - 2:00
http://institutelibrary.org
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Tonerworks: a networked press
Reed Altemus at Centro Cultural Artes del Libro
Tijuana, B.C., México
Until 22nd March 2014
The exhibition TonerWorks: a networked press, by artist Reed
Altemus is on show at the Centro Cultural Artes del Libro
(CCAL). The mail artist and editor presents a selection of
24 of the 28 booklets published by his independent editorial
project Tonerworks. He will also be showing the collection
“Shredder Poems”, a series of 12 pieces in which the artist
combines collage techniques with the use of a paper
shredder and a photocopier; a visual poetry proposal that
suggests the influence of the Fluxus movement in the work
of Altemus.

book has emerged and on which the contemporary tree of
this artform grows. In every country and in every city young
artists learn many things from prominent artists and as
such, new formal and informal schools of thought around
the artist’s book are formed.
The international project “RU KSSIAN Artists’ Books” aims
to demonstrate the unique and common features of the
artist’s book, presenting works by artists from the UK and
Russia united by national artistic traditions.

Les Bicknell, Blackfold

Besides the United States, the work of Reed Altemus has
been exhibited in Switzerland, Belgium, Brazil, Russia,
Germany, England, Portugal, Italy, China, Panama,
Ireland, Argentina, Hungary, Canada, Colombia, Spain,
Serbia, Stonia, Austria, Sweden, Japan and Mexico,
where he participated in the VI International Biennial of
Experimental Poetry, in Museo Universitario del Chopo.
He recently presented the exhibition Room for Notes at the
Wechselstrom Gallery, Vienna, Austria.
Centro Cultural Artes del Libro
Callejón Ocampo, Privada no. 1670, c. 8ª y 9ª, entre Negrete
y Ocampo, Zona Centro, C.P. 22000. Tijuana, B.C., México.
www.reedaltemus.org
https://www.facebook.com/ccartesdelibro
RU KSSIAN Artists’ Books
Artists’ Books from the UK and Russia
Tsaritsyno State Historical, Architectural, Art and
Landscape Museum Reserve, Moscow
13th March – 18th May 2014
Curators: Sarah Bodman, Mikhail Pogarsky, Vasily Vlasov,
Viktor Lukin. Artists’ books speak the international
language of art. These books can be understood in almost
any corner of the world. All artists, who work in the genre
of the artist’s book professionally form a large international
community. However, the artist’s book like any other
artform has its own regional and national peculiarities.
Apart from the language in which the text is presented,
there are various historical roots from which the artist’s
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British artists: Alice Potter, Andy Parsons & Glenn
Holman, Angie Butler, Anwyl Cooper-Willis, Barrie Tullett,
Caseroom Press/Scottish Poetry Library, Charlotte Hall,
Christopher Robinson, Craig Atkinson, Duncan Bullen &
Jamie Crofts, Elizabeth Willow & David Armes, Guy Begbie,
Hazel Grainger, Helen Douglas & Thomas Evans, Iain Biggs
& Josh Biggs, Jackie Batey, Jeremy Dixon, Joan Ainley,
John Bently, John McDowall, J P Willis, Julie Johnstone,
Les Bicknell, Liz Jackson, Nancy Campbell, Otto, Pauline
Lamont-Fisher, Philippa Wood & Tamar MacLellan, Sarah
Bodman, seekers of lice, Simon Goode, Simon Le Ruez,
Sophie Loss, Stephen Fowler, Susan Johanknecht, Theresa
Easton, Tom Sowden.
Russian artists: Nikita Alekseev, Tatiana Antoshina, Vasily
Vlasov, Sergei Vorobyov, Viktor Goppe, Emil Guzairov,
Aleksander Dzhikiya, Mikhail Dronov, Igor Zadera, Mikhail
Karasik, Valery Korchagin, Nikolai Krastchin, Viktor Lukin,
Kira Matissen, Valery Orlov, Peter Perevezentsev, Mikhail
Pogarsky, Sergei Romashko, Aleksander Savelyev, Dmitry
Saenko, Aleksander Svirsky, Vera Khlebnikova, Evelina
Schatz, Sergei Shutov, Gunel Yuran, Sergei Yakunin.
Organisers: State Historical, Architectural, Art and
Landscape Museum-Reserve Tsaritsyno, Moscow
International Association Kniga Khudozhnika, Moscow
Book Arts at the Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE
Bristol. The exhibition will travel to other venues, and finish
in the UK with an exhibition from December 2014 - January
2015 in Bristol.
15569, Moscow, 1, Dolskaya Ulitsa, Tsaritsino.
http://www.tsaritsyno-museum.ru/ru/

The Sunderland Book Project
Bede’s Bakehouse, St Peter’s Church, Sunderland, UK
22nd March – 4th May 2014
The Sunderland Book Project is an international touring
exhibition of handmade books, initiated by Book Artist and
Printmaker Theresa Easton. The project features work by
national, regional and international artists and aims to raise
the profile of the city of Sunderland through the medium of
artist’s books; it also provides a platform for artists to exhibit
and showcase their work. The project has so far attracted
over 70 participants from as far afield as Brazil and Canada.
All topics and production methods have been considered,
from the hand-crafted match box book to the traditional
codex book. Julie Macbean (see image below), writes about
how her experience of the project having encouraged
further international work: “Inspired by the Sunderland
Book Project I have submitted work into the ‘Sketchbook
project 2013’ which tours to 8 venues in Canada and
America, and contributed to three international Print
exchanges in USA and Canada and UK.”

The exhibition focuses on the relationship between the book
as a material object and the processes of making which lead
to its final outcome.
These diverse narratives of process, which include
letterpress, silk-screen, blacksmithing, and hand binding,
reveal the act of making a book to be as significant as the
final work. They touch upon contemporary concerns about
retaining the sensual, human attributes of the book in an
age of digital transformations and dematerialised, screenbased outputs; whilst at the same time retaining a place for
making as a form of thinking.
Sheena Calvert’s metal-bound book expands upon some
of the paradoxes of the material book as a container of
knowledge and the book’s relationship to the question of
the body and embodied thought. Emma Dodson explores
the ‘spaces in between’, using photography, print and
inked-up abandoned objects that were, bound into books
and returned to the environment where they were found.
Christine McCauley draws on the historical resonance of
letterpress and the time-consuming nature of the process
to reflect on the embedding of form and idea while paying
homage to material culture of the Naga tribe, while
Katherina Manolessou’s children’s book shows how the
making processes of drawing, collage, dummy-making and
silk-screen printing were fundamental in resolving the story
and defining the characters and overall look of the book.
Free admission, open to all. 9am–5pm daily.
London Gallery West, The Forum, University of
Westminster, Watford Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 3TP,
UK. Tube: Northwick Park, Metropolitan Line. Parking
available. http://www.westminster.ac.uk/news-and-events/
events/2014/the-book-materiality-and-making

Launched in September 2011 at Arts Centre Washington,
Tyne & Wear, the exhibition has since toured libraries,
universities, book shops, galleries and book fairs. St Peter’s
Church and the monasteries of Wearmouth and Jarrow,
were major centres of European learning and culture in
the 7th century and home to the Venerable Bede, whose
influence remains today.
Tues-Fri 10.30-2.30; Sat 10.30-3.30; Sun 1.00-3.00
Bede’s Bakehouse, St. Peter’s Church, St Peter’s Way,
Sunderland SR6 0DY, UK.
http://thesunderlandbookproject.wordpress.com
Contact: Theresa Easton (Project Co-ordinator)
Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
The Book: Materiality and Making
London Gallery West
University of Westminster, Harrow, UK
Until 7th March 2014
Book works by Sheena Calvert, Emma Dodson, Katherina
Manolessou and Christine McCauley.
London Gallery West is delighted to present an exhibition
of book works by four artists, designers and illustrators
who traverse various content, media and contexts.
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COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Phoenix - Broadside for al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
by Nick Smart. Lutfia Alduleimi, author. Printed by Nick
Smart and Danny Flynn, Middlesex, UK, 2009. Photograph
Danny Flynn. An international series of readings is
scheduled on and around 5th March 2014 to mark the
seventh anniversary of the bombing of al-Mutanabbi Street,
Baghdad’s street of booksellers. For a list of all venues, email
Beau Beausoleil at: overlandbooks@earthlink.net
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here (Bristol) Wednesday
5th March 2014 from 11am – 4pm. In OC4 and the Print
Centre (relief print area). Join us for readings from the
Anthology ‘Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here’, view artists’
books and broadsides made for the project by artists, poets,
writers and letterpress printers around the world. Meet
artists and poets from the project including Angie Butler,
Ama Bolton (Barley Books) and Pauline Lamont-Fisher
(whnic Press). In the Print Centre, Lucy Guenot will lead a
letterpress printing event producing a broadside with poets
from the South West. The day’s events are free and open
to all, come along and join in. We will also be accepting
donations for Médecins Sans Frontières on the day.
If you would like to come, please email Sarah at:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for directions.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Super Discount at Lendroit editions.
FREE SHIPPING WORLDWIDE until 31st March 2014.
Enjoy dozens of editions at low prices before we move to
our new offices! http://www.lendroit.org
From Angie Butler: I WANT YOU!
A survey in letterpress and artists’ books
I am a currently working on a research project investigating
letterpress within artists’ books practice as a PhD student at
the Centre For Fine Print Research at the University of the
West of England. In the following few months I am carrying
out a survey and am interested in gaining information from
both letterpress practitioners, and letterpress practitioners
who make artists’ books.

Press. All three have been instrumental in furthering the
Center’s mission and the field of book arts in general.
The Center for Book Arts
28 W. 27th Street 3rd floor, New York, NY 10001
www.centerforbookarts.org
Edinburgh College of Art Library is pleased to announce
that Julie Johnstone has been chosen as the successful
recipient of the Edinburgh College of Art - Artist’s Book
Maker Residency Bursary 2014. Julie will take up the
Residency in May, based in ECA Library, Evolution House.
There was a strong and varied range of applicants but Julie’s
application stood out in its thoughtfulness and maturity.

This research intends to examine how we learn to design
and create artists’ books through letterpress. To gain an
understanding of how contemporary book artists teaching
letterpress has influenced what is produced in the field, and
how this relates back into studio and private press practice.
I would be very grateful for your participation!
You can find the survey online at:
www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/90835JNRMW
The AGYU Artists’ Book of the Moment team would like
to let you know that the results of the 2013 ABotM are in.
And, to get right to it, the winner is:

Book works by Julie Johnstone, above: A book of hours 2013
(detail), and below: material | immaterial, 2012

Marie-Noëlle Hébert
October, Vol.110 (Autumn, 2004), pp.51-79. The MIT Press
http://www.jstor.org/stable/339755. Accessed:13/05/2014
12:18
For more information on this fabulous book, and the other
short-listed titles (also fabulous), please visit the ABotM
website at: http://www.theAGYUisOutThere.org/books
The AGYU Artists’ Book of the Moment is a regular
competition for artists’ books. An independent jury assesses
all submissions, and determines the one book which rises
to the Top of the ABotM. The artist who has made this
book receives a $1,500 award. More info on the ABotM is
also available on the website, but don’t hesitate to contact
the ABotM team if you want to know more, c/o Michael
Maranda, assistant curator, abotm@theagyuisoutthere.org
The AGYU is located in the Accolade East Building, 4700
Keele Street Toronto. Gallery hours are: Monday to Friday,
10 am–4 pm; Wednesday, 10am–8 pm; Sunday from noon–
5 pm; and closed Saturday. Admission to everything is free.
http://www.theAGYUisOutThere.ca/
The Center for Book Arts Annual Benefit & Silent
Auction will take place on Friday, April 4, 2014 from
6-9pm. This year’s Honorees are Steve Clay, Publisher,
Granary Books; Jonathan Safran Foer, Author; and Joan
Lyons, Artist and Founder of the Visual Studies Workshop

Julie is an established book artist and editor of the Essence
Press. Her work is held in collections at the Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art, the Tate, the V&A, and
elsewhere, and she appears regularly at artists book fairs,
and is experienced in the curation of exhibitions. Julie has
proposed a discussion group / reading group format as part
of her residency as well as being keen to curate a display of
the works held in the ECA Library artists’ books collection
that she finds most inspiring. The new book work that she
makes as the focus of the residency will be accessioned into
the Library’s permanent collection of artists’ books.
Jane Furness
Edinburgh College of Art at the University of Edinburgh
http://www.ed.ac.uk/is
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COURSES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
BINDING re:DEFINED
These Wiltshire based workshops focus on innovative
structures for use on all types of books. Lunch and materials
are included.
We have an eclectic programme for 2014 with something
for everyone.
Please visit the website or email for details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
Dos Rapporté
Benjamin Elbel •
March 16 • Marden
• £80
The dos rapporté
binding (French
for hooked-on
spine) is a special
spine construction
which provides the
book with a very
flat opening as
well as an elegant
and contemporary
character. In this one day workshop you will learn the basics
of the structure by completing a full-cloth binding.
Basic experience required.

a versatile binding that uses very little adhesive, opens
flat and lends itself to many design options. As its name
suggests, the ‘boards’ are made up of a laminate of paper
and thin board that are sewn on at either end of the textblock. It has unsupported sewing, a sound construction and
offers a refreshing change from other styles of binding. This
modification, developed by the tutor, has a wooded spine
secured by the sewing supports.
Bookbinding experience required.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
World class masters in technique and bookbarnkat
studios announce Spring 2014 masters classes for
bookbinders and paper arts lovers in Florence (Firenze)
Italy:
A brilliant and exciting calligraphy class by Marina Soria –
Calligraphy in Blossom – a two-day class, April 12-13 at
the height of spring in Italy – details and flyer at
http://www.bookbarnkatstudios.com/events/5/calligraphyin-blossom/
A two-week Celebration of Marbling Festival, April
21 - May 6 classes, demonstrations, lectures by world
famous marblers, bookbinders and researchers – current
details (still evolving) at http://www.bookbarnkatstudios.
com/2013/12/celebration-of-marbling/

Carousel Pop - Up
Paul Johnson • April 3 - 4 • Marden • £150
Taking the four seasons as our theme we make a four
spread, pop-up carousel book. This movable book is as
popular today as it was in the Nineteenth Century. We
see it ‘in the round’ - a 360-degree structure with all the
magic of the Victorian fairground carousel. It is made from
interlocking units and joints – there are no folds. A must for
beginners and experienced book artists alike.
Paul Johnson won first prize in the Complete Book section
of The Society of Bookbinders International Bookbinding
Competition in 2013. The structure of his prizewinning
book was a carousel pop-up with sculptural cover and spine.
Modified Sewn Board
Lori Sauer • April 10 - 11 • Marden • £150
Originally developed by conservator Gary Frost, this is
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We will be offering a series of classes in basic bookbinding
as well to beginning binders to build their skill levels in
addition to scheduling further classes with masters during
the upcoming months.
Please email info@bookbarnkatstudios.com for more
information and to be placed on our direct mailing list
for updates and further events at the studios.
boobkbarnkat studios
via dell’Amorino 8r, 50123 Firenze, Italy.
Tel: +39 328 5465766
info@bookbarnkatstudios.com
www.bookbarnkatstudios.com/workshops/

A new course programme at Hot Bed Press
Our latest course programme includes plenty of interest to
book artists:
Woodcut Printing
(4 evenings)
Tutor: Oliver Flude
Wednesdays 5th – 26th
March, 6pm – 9pm
Learn the tried and tested art
of woodcut printing, utilising
the character and grain of
different woods.From the
abstract to the illustrative,
this is a really durable and
dramatic medium, perfect
for the artist’s book. Once cut, printing the block takes
very little time, whether you have access to a beautiful old
press or intend to do all your printing at home by hand.
Maximum 8 people, cost £130 (£110 concessions).

stitches, we will create a fine collection of soft- and hardbacked books to hold text and images. Ideal for those new
to book arts sewing techniques and for printmakers wanting
to add a new dimension to their work. Maximum 8 people,
cost £130 (£110 concessions)
All courses take place at Hot Bed Press, Salford.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to get in touch
with us: Hot Bed Press, 1st Floor, The Casket Works,
Cow Lane, Salford M5 4NB. Tel: 0161 743 3111.
info@hotbedpress.org www.hotbedpress.org
Benjamin Elbel – Spring bookbinding classes at the
London Centre for Book Arts, London, UK
This series of six short courses explore alternative ways
of constructing and designing books, resulting from
Benjamin’s extensive research and experience in the field.
The host is the brilliant London Centre for Book Arts
(LCBA) in Hackney Wick.

These workshops are offered to experienced bookbinders,
however they have proven popular among beginner
bookbinders as well as photographers, artists, or anyone
involved with books and interested in a different approach
than the strictly traditional.

The Rudiments of Letterpress (weekend)
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Saturday 22nd & Sunday 23rd March, 11am – 5pm
Back by popular demand, this introductory course teaches
you the basics of handling and setting metal type using an
Adana table-top press. You will print a collection of one and
two-colour postcards, greetings cards or bookmarks, with
words and ornament, and will surely go home full of ideas
to use letterpress in further projects.
Maximum of 6 people, cost £130 (£110 concessions)
The Sewn Book
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Saturday 12th & Sunday
13th April, 11am – 5pm
Spend a weekend
exploring artists’ books,
looking at a range of
different structures and
the relationship between
form and content.
Through simple sewing
techniques, including
pamphlet stitch, long
stitch and the beautiful
and varied Japanese stab
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All materials are included, and tool kits are available if you
haven’t got your own. Enrolment is limited to 8 students.
http://www.elbel-libro.com/collections/london-courses
Paperphilia short creative workshops and retreats.
This is an outline of 2014 in paper; cut folded, stitched and
written:
March 13th - 17th Iona. Driftwood Binding Retreat and
PaperLove the e-course starts on 31st
April 25th - 28th Shetland Lighthouse. Paper Folding for
Book Lovers. Origami by the sea.
August 4th - 8th Fife. A paper and book masterclass with a
textile focus: Big Cat Studio, Newburgh, Fife.
September Skye. TBC. Register an interest.
October Venice. Personal Geographies. Full details will be
confirmed in the spring. Be ready to commit early. You’d like
to be first to know? Mail me
November Paris. The list of paper places I want to treat you
to increases. A private group is gathering - there may be
room for one more… You?
http://paperphilia.co.uk/paperphilia/workshops/
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Rustics Re-visited and Re-elaborated
ITALY - 18 - 22 April 2014
Marie Catherine Letendre and Lia Malfermoni
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica, Venice, Italy
Marie will introduce students of all levels to the Rustic
letterforms and Lia will have them create a “palimpsest”
using written work and re-elaborated texts.
The workshop runs from Friday afternoon to Tuesday
morning, ending in a visit to a Venetian craftsman. Marie
studied calligraphy in Portand, Oregon and now teaches
at the Marymount School in Rome. Lia is an artist and
teacher specialising in visual communication. Cost of the
four-day course is 240 Euro. Lodgings and meals are the
responsibility of the student. For full information, write to
Kathy Frate: frate@scuolagrafica.it
Masterclasses at Bookbindery Wilgenkamp
Blokker, Hoorn, The Netherlands
www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl
Concertina special (coursecode: BE-4-14), 3 places left
Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 September 2014  
In this course students will explore some of the countless
possibilities of the concertina and its use as a book
structure. Four models will be made. Each model will
explore a different aspect of the concertina: 1)the concertina
as a textblock, 2) sewn valleys 3) sewn mountains 4) the
concertina as a holder.
Date: Tuesday 23 & Wednesday 24 September 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00. Costs: EUR 205,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea,
basic materials. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Benjamin Elbel (Fr)
Language: English, French or German are no problem
English leather case bindings (coursecode: BE-3-14),
5 places left. Friday 26 & Saturday 26 September 2014
Learn how to produce beautiful leather bindings which are
cost-effective and do not compromise on quality. Benefit
from Ben’s experience in top London trade binderies,
including tips on paring and sharpening knives. Two styles
will be made: 1) hard-back and 2) limp binding. For the
hard-back you will need to bring a sewn textblock (details
will be given after signing-up). Everything else will be
provided. Workshop open to participants with bookbinding
experience only.
Date: Friday 26 & Saturday 27 September 2014
Time: 10.00-16.00
Costs: EUR 205,- incl. lunch, coffee/tea, basic materials,
excl. leather. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Benjamin Elbel (Fr)
Language: English, French & German
Limp bindings, 3 places left
Wednesday 22 October to Saturday 25 October 2014
A historical technique that offers creative simplicity and
unlimited possibilities. These styles of bindings were
at times temporary, and provided a means of keeping,

preserving and organising administrative minutes,
accounts, and other various documents. Techniques with
infinite possible variations of materials, methods, and
structure. Since glue is seldom used, one can easily combine
a number of different materials. During the class we will
work with different models in Zaansch Bord - a wonderful
handmade paper that is made in the area. We will also
look into different kinds of fastenings and make a number
of corners.
Date: Wednesday 22, Thursday 23, Friday 24 & Saturday 25
October 2014. Time: 10.00-16.00
Costs: EUR 435,00 included materials & lunch, & exclusive
book by Monica. Number of participants: six
Location: Bindery Wilgenkamp
Guest teacher: Monica Langwe (Sweden)
Language: English
www.bindery-wilgenkamp.com &
boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl
Questions: info@boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl
WSW Summer Art Institute 2014
Register for our Europe classes today!
Print, Cut, Assemble
Covesea Lighthouse, Scotland, Lisa Mackie, 13-21 June
2014. Spend the week in the beautiful Covesea Lighthouse
in Scotland with a group of like-minded artists. Lead by
Lisa Mackie, this class will explore the painterly world of
monoprinting.
Students arrive June 13, Class runs June 14-20
Students Depart June 21
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/
Print - Under the Tuscan Sky
Vitabella Palazzetto, Tuscany, Tatana Kellner
July 12-19 & July 19-25
Two workshops will be held in Southern Tuscany and taught
by WSW co-founder Tana Kellner. Students have the option
of attending both workshops for a discounted price. The
class will focus on techniques such as trace monoprint,
drypoint, and chine colle, with the option of creating an
accordion artists’ book.
Session 1: Students arrive July 12, Class runs July 13-18
Students depart July 19
Session 2: Students arrive July 19, Class runs July 20-26
Students depart July 26
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/
Free Workshops at Booklyn, NY
Stop by our Greenpoint studio Monday nights to learn new
skills, share your art, use our equipment, and join crits led
by local artists and curators. All workshops are free and
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open to the public. Details and RSVP links to book your
place at http://booklyn.org/open-studios/
37 Greenpoint Ave, 4th Fl Ste E4G, Brooklyn NY 11222,
USA. http://booklyn.org
The Grange Ellesmere - Residential and Non-Residential
Book Arts and Related Courses in a beautiful Shropshire
country house (all food and tuition included in prices)
The Grange is delighted to be offering, in addition to its
usual book arts courses, introductory courses in calligraphy,
printmaking and watercolour painting. Excellent tuition,
wonderful surroundings, like-minded people and great
home-cooked food.
April 11th - 14th - Bookbinding (Non-adhesive and
traditional). www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Bookbinding_
Courses.html
April 11th - 14th - Letterpress Printing
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Letterpress_printing.html
May 9th - 12th - Watercolour Painting
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Painting_Courses.html
May 16th - 18th - Calligraphy
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Calligraphy.html
Saturday 28th June - Book Arts Open Day
A great day out for anyone with a passion for books. Come
and visit our Books Arts Centre at the Grange in Ellesmere,
Shropshire and find out how beautiful books are made - the
traditional way. There will be demonstrations throughout
the day. 11am - 5pm. http://www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/
Book_Arts_Open_Day.html
July 11th - 13th - Linocut Printmaking
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Linocut.html
July 25th - 29th - Bookbinding Summer School
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Summer_school_
bookbinding.html
Sept. 19th - 21st - Paper Marbling
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Marbling_Courses.html
Oct 9th - 12th - Bookbinding - (Traditional)
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Bookbinding_Courses.html
Oct 9th - 12th - Letterpress Printing
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Letterpress_printing.html
Our home page for the courses is:www.thegrange.uk.com
and a specific Book Arts page here:
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Book_Arts_Centre.html
Introduction to Laser Cutting Weekend Courses in
Edinburgh with Jenny Smith
Sat 22 & Sun 23 March 2014
In this hands-on course you will learn how to laser cut
and etch your images onto paper, card, fabric and wood.
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Full course notes provided. This workshop is suitable for
all levels of ability, the emphasis is on introducing you
to the full potential of the laser cutter and providing the
opportunity to complete a small personal project. Bring a
drawing, quotation and photographic image and learn how
to prepare this for laser cutting. Cost: £195. All Materials
& refreshments provided. 10am – 5pm. No.s limited to 4 to
allow for individual attention and time on the laser
Pop-Up Laser Cut Books in Edinburgh with Jenny Smith
Sat 17 May 2014
In this one-day course, we will experiment with
personalising a number of pop-up structures to create artists
books and cards. Suitable for those with or without previous
experience of pop-ups &/or laser cutting.
Laser Cut Altered Books in Edinburgh with Jenny Smith
Sun 18th May 2014
In this one-day course, we will experiment with altering
books on the laser cutter to create new pieces of artwork
out of them. Suitable for those with or without previous
experience of altering books &/or laser cutting. Cost £75
All Materials & refreshments provided. 10am – 4pm.
No.s limited to 4 to allow for individual attention and time
on the laser
For further details see www.edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk
or call Jenny Smith on 0771 3901 730
Some Odd Pages is very happy to have a new schedule
of SATURDAY BOOK ARTS sessional workshops at the
Riverside Arts Centre, UK. The sessions run from 2pm 6pm and are designed for you to learn specific core skills
while completing a single project. Sessions can be taken
separately or combined in series to create your own
Book Arts short course with just skills and projects
suited to your own interests.
15 March: COPTIC BOOKS Historic lie-flat binding
29 March: SINGLE SHEET COPTIC Thick sheets & photos
12 April: ALBUMS Perfect as a gift or portfolio
10 May: LONGSTITCH JOURNAL Historical binding
17 & 24 May: RENEWED & REBOUND Your own book
7 June: INTRO TO BOOK ARTS Artists’ Books
Complete details and secure online booking at:
http://someoddpages.com/book-arts-workshops/sessionalworkshops-2014/
Spaces are limited and advance booking is necessary as
materials are prepared specifically for each participant.
Sessions are held at the Riverside Arts Centre in Lower
Sunbury, a lovely Grade II listed studio right on the Thames
near the village green, shops and restaurants, two fantastic
pubs, cafés, the landmark Sunbury Walled Garden and of
course Thames Riverside Park. The nearest railway station
is Sunbury. Just let Meg Green know if you need a lift from
the station, it’s all part of the service. Give me a call at
07702 873793 if you have any questions about the sessions,
projects, materials, etc.
Some Odd Pages continues to offer morning and afternoon
courses in Beginners and Intermediate Bookbinding on
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Wednesdays with the RACC in their excellent Clifden
House studios in Twickenham town centre.
More details and online booking at:
http://someoddpages.com/book-arts-workshops/
courses-2014/
Artist as Archivist: MCBA Book Arts Roundtable with
visiting artist Maureen Cummins. Thursday 13th March
7.30pm Free and open to the public
Visiting artist Maureen Cummins will show show slides
and discuss the past twelve years of her work creating artist
books based on historical ephemera. The artist will discuss
the trajectory of her career, which evolved from digging
through dumpsters and flea markets, to being an artist-inresidence at major research collections.
Since graduating from Cooper Union in 1985, Maureen
Cummins has cranked presses from California to the
Eastern Arctic and produced over thirty limited edition
artist books. She has created projects based on slave
narratives, the Salem Witch trials, turn of the century gay
love letters, and patient records from McLean Hospital,
the oldest mental hospital in America. She is represented
in over one hundred permanent public collections and
has received over a dozen grants and funded residencies,
including the prestigious Pollock-Krasner award.
http://www.mnbookarts.org/events/roundtables.html

of this initial collaboration, we are hosting further events
in March and April 2014, with more to follow later in
the year.
Altered Book Workshop with Katherine Johnson
15th March 2014
Turn unread
pages into
sculpture.
Learn how to
sculpt with a
scalpel; single
pages and an
entire book to
create an altered
book that until
opened remains
a normal,
untouched book.
Over the workshop
you will assemble
your own ‘hollow’
book frame with
its self contained
sculpture from
the book pages
itself. You need to be confident with using a scalpel.
All materials provided. Suitable for 16+.
11am-3.30pm (with break for lunch). Venue: Bank Street
Arts. £35 (Full) £25 (Concessions, BSA Members). Places
limited so book early. Tickets from Bank Street Arts or by
email: info@bankstreetarts.com
DIY carved rubber stamp workshop
with Katherine Johnson
29th March 2014

OPENING UP THE BOOK Workshops
Sheffield, UK
Opening Up the Book is a collaboration between Bank
Street Arts and The University of Sheffield, centred around
the Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize and drawing
upon artist’s book collections held by both institutions. In
October and November of 2013 hosted a series of events
including exhibitions, performances, a Symposium, artist’s
talks, workshops and a zine fair. Building upon the success

Following on from last year’s book making workshops
accompanying the Sheffield International Artist’s Book
Prize, we will be holding further courses this Spring, led
by award winning artist book maker Katherine Johnson.
I’ll show you how to turn a basic rubber eraser into a
homemade stamp. Over the workshop you will have a go
at using a scalpel to cut and carve both words and images,
then test out your new stamps.
You will need to be confident using a scalpel. Please note
word and image sizes will be restricted to the size of an
ordinary rubber eraser. We will cover using multiple eraser
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stamps to makeup a larger image. All materials provided.
Suitable for 16+.
1pm - 4pm. Venue: Bank Street Arts. £30 (Full) £20
(Concessions, BSA Members). Places limited so book early.
Tickets from Bank Street Arts or by email:
info@bankstreetarts.com
Gold Tooling on Paper with Tracey Rowledge
Summer class in Sweden, 4th – 8th August 2014
In this course,
you will be taught
all the skills and
techniques necessary
to explore the creative
possibilities of tooling
using gold leaf and
carbon to create
images on paper.
Tracey will share
how she approaches
gold tooling on a
paper-covered book
to demonstrate how
the medium is brought to life when it is applied to a threedimensional object. Foundation skills in gold tooling will
be taught and then practiced on a series of sample boards.

SAMPLE BOOKS
Leksand, Sweden, 28th July - 1st August 2014
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. 765 EUR materials,
accommodation and lunch included. Leksand is famous for
its strong tradition in folklore, folk music and beautiful
nature surrounding lake Siljan, one of the most popular
tourist attractions in Sweden.
If you think of a sample-book as some kind of dusty album
full of boring scraps of paper or uninteresting fabrics, this
workshop will be a starting point to change your mind. You
might be surprised at the variety of bookbinding structures
that can be made to contain small collections of items you
already posses or samples of your own pattern and graphic
research. www.professionelibro.it
Workshop for Book Artists, Printers, and Writers
14th - 21st June 2014 in Gambier, Ohio, USA
The Kenyon Review Writers Workshop is hosting a
fascinating workshop on the Literary Hybrid/Book Arts.
Last year’s workshop sold out quickly.

Leksands Folkhögskola, Box 281, 793 26 Leksand
Sweden. http://www.leksandsakademin.se/bookbindinggold-tooling-on-paper/
www.traceyrowledge.co.uk
A selection of short courses and summer classes
organised or promoted by Professione Libro, Italy:
More classes on the website: www.professionelibro.it

EXPOSED SPINE BINDINGS
Mirano (VE), Italy, 22nd - 23rd March 2014
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo, organised by ARCAM
140 EUR excluding materials. www.professionelibro.it

The Literary Hybrid/Book Arts Workshop blends
techniques of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and visual arts
to generate creative writings through the art of the book.
Using a range of exercises and materials, we will create
new work through textual and visual explorations during
our week together. Whether you are a writer curious to
write in more genres, or an artist wishing to deepen your
engagement with text, this workshop promises to open
up a variety of creative practices to generate new content
and form.
Productive. Creative. Supportive. Intense. That’s how
participants describe the Kenyon Review Writers
Workshops. http://www.kenyonreview.org/workshops/
writers/literary-hybrid-book-arts/

SIMPLE BINDINGS 2
Bassano del Grappa, Italy, 5th - 6th April 2014
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. Organised by Orizzonti
di Carta. 125 EUR excluding materials.
www.professionelibro.it
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Letterpress Nights: Four Evenings
London Centre for Book Arts
Tuesday, 4 March 2014 - Tuesday, 25 March 2014
In March, we are introducing Letterpress Nights: Four
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Evenings, 6-9pm. Held every Tuesday evening for a period
of four weeks, Letterpress Nights brings people together at
the LCBA studio to learn and practice letterpress printing
with help and guidance from expert printmakers.
A great course for people with little to no experience.
http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/letterpress-nights-fourevenings-tickets-10244659051

the roster of students who have taken this class over the
last 17 years. We will set type, learn how to mix ink, and
collaborate on ideas. We will print 15-25 books with each
participant receiving 2-3 copies.
Four-day Core Letterpress Class
Sundays: March 16, 23, 30, and April 6
Learn letterpress printing on antique cylinder presses.
We will create a card on the first day; on the second, a
broadside printed on one side of a sheet of paper; and a
chapbook which incorporates the broadside material into a
larger collective book over the 3 and 4th days. Students will
walk away with 2-3 copies!
Five Days of Letterpress for High School Students
June 16-20
Come learn how to print on six antique printing presses! We
will create a card the first day; on the second, a broadside
printed on one side of a sheet of paper; a poster on the third
day and a chapbook, or pamphlet which incorporates the
broadside material into a larger collective book over the 4
and 5th days in an edition allowing 2-3 copies per student.

Other courses in March, April and May include:
Boxmaking: Solander Box; Introduction to Foilblocking;
Introduction to Bookbinding; Introduction to Bookbinding
- Hardback Binding; Boxmaking: Slipcases; Bookbinding:
Travel Notebook; Bookbinding: Limp Paper Binding;
Bookbinding: Concertinas. They are all online for info/
booking at: http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/london-centrefor-book-arts-2714163072
Have you considered becoming a Studio Member of
LCBA? We offer two types of membership for people
who wish to use the LCBA facilities independently:
the Full Studio Membership gives you access to all
letterpress, bookbinding and print finishing equipment;
and the Bindery Membership gives you access to the
LCBA bindery, including blocking presses, nipping presses
and finishing tools. Find out more here:
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com/membership
You can also email us: hello@londonbookarts.org or stop by
the studio to find out more.
Next time you visit the Centre, be sure to take a look at our
shop. We’ve been busy stocking-up with how-to guides,
artists’ books, books about artists’ books, and hard-to-find
tools and materials for bookbinding.
London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish
Island, London, England E3 2NQ, UK.
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com
Mary Risala Laird & Quelquefois Press - Come take
classes with me at the San Francisco Center For the Book!
Make A Letterpress Book in a Day:
March 5, April 18, May 7, or June 23
This class inspires spontaneity and collaboration- join

You will love taking classes at the San Francisco Center For
the Book. Sign up online http://sfcb.org/workshops or call
415-565-0545
Workshops with Maria Pisano, USA:
Conservation Enclosures - Maria G Pisano
March 15 - 16, 2014, 10am - 4pm
Center for Book Arts - New York
Protective enclosures can serve as an extension of the
books you create, enhance their presentation, and provide
an additional surface where one can customize the box to
reflect the contents. Learn to make three archival enclosures
that enable you to store your books in a protective
environment. Learn how to make the archival enclosure
used by the Library of Congress, as an alternative to the
clamshell box, a case wrapper and a self closing wrapper.
Discussion will centre on conservation principles of archival
materials, importance of customized enclosures, recognising
problems, prevention and other helpful hints. For the book
artist, librarian and collector. No experience necessary, just
come with your books.
Center for Book Arts - New York, NY 10001.
www.centerforbookarts.org
The Altered Print - Maria G Pisano
April 5-6, 2014 - 10am - 4pm
The Printmaking Center of New Jersey - Branchburg
How does one create a series of prints and expand one’s
skills on multiple uses of plate and image. There are many
facets of design one can apply to a plate to alter the image wiping, stencils, inking, colours, textures, etc.
Bring a plate that you have created and we will precede to
alter it and realise an assortment of unique prints/suite for
your portfolio. If time allows, we can then assemble them
into an accordion book. The Printmaking Center of New
Jersey - Branchburg, NJ. www.printnj.org
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Making Books: Binding, Pages, Covers and Cuts
(5-week evening class) led by Angie Butler
UWE Bristol, Bower Ashton Campus
Tues 29th April - Tues 27th May 2014
This evening course offers an introduction to book making
and artists’ books: by looking at hard copy examples of
artists’ books from the special collection at CFPR, and
following step by step demonstrations covering at least
five different bindings and/or techniques - such as simple
pamphlet stitch, Japanese stab binding, a concertina book
with a sculpted case bound cover, to hard back binding.
Perfect for those who have little or no experience in
bookbinding and artists’ books, or who just need a refresher.

August this year. Build your skills with the team and meet
some new friends in lovely surroundings…

The course fee covers all basic materials and bookbinding
tools will be provided for use, and are also available to buy
for future work.

This workshop focuses on the creative process and
explores the less conventional side of letterpress printing.
Stratography or Pressure Printing is an innovative and
experimental technique that uses a flexible plate attached
to the cylinder of the press underneath the printing paper
and is run through the press over an inked block. The
pressure from the low-relief collage displaces the ink and
produces beautiful, delicate, soft-edged qualities, not usually
associated with relief printing techniques. Maximum 8
participants. 9.30am - 4.30pm
£195 full price / £156 concessionary rate
Includes: teas and coffees - lunch and materials
More course info and booking link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/
sca/research/cfpr/courses/cpdcourses/index.html

Course Tutor: Angie Butler is a multidisciplinary artist,
producing artists’ books and printed matter with letterpress
and hand typed text. She holds masters degrees in both
Multi-Disciplinary Printmaking (specialising in artists’
books) and Visual Culture: Fine Art. Angie is a current PhD
student working with Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, in
the Book Arts area at CFPR, UWE, investigating how we
learn to design and create artists’ books through letterpress.
Awarded two prizes for her artists’ books: the Sheffield
Book Arts Prize (Student Prize) 2009, and the Agassi Book
Arts Prize, UWE, 2011; Angie’s work is held in both UK,
and international private and public collections. Over the
past few years, Angie has been involved with various artists’
books exhibitions, symposiums and conferences organised
by Sarah and Tom: plus collaborative projects and events as
part of CocoLLab, with Caseroom Press, and The School Of
The Arts Institute, Chicago and The Minnesota Center For
Book Arts, USA.

Contemporary Letterpress – Printing Without Picas:
A Pressure Printing Masterclass with Angie Butler
2 days: 7-8 July 2014

Bookbinding for Book Artists led by Guy Begbie
5 days: 14-18 July 2014

Limited to 8 participants
2.5 Hours per week 5.30-8.00pm
£190 full price/ £152 concessions (includes tea, coffee and
basic materials) Book online now: http://store.uwe.ac.uk/
browse/product.asp?compid=1&modid=1&catid=792
The Centre for Fine Print Research
Book Arts Summer Institute 2014
UWE Bristol, Bower Ashton Campus
The Centre for Fine Print Research (CFPR) offers a series
of dynamic continuing professional development (CPD)
courses aimed at, amongst others, artists, designers,
craftspeople, communicators, teachers and managers. They
offer the opportunity for professional updating, for learning
new skills and techniques, and for intellectual stimulus.
Our Summer Institute classes will run throughout July and
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The book is a viable, visual medium that can provide
links and meeting points between many art disciplines
such as print, painting and sculpture. It is perhaps the
most intimate, easily accessible and portable of all the art
forms. In this intensive five-day course both traditional
and unorthodox bookbinding structures will be taught.
The course is designed to be appropriate for people with or
without previous experience. Maximum 10 participants.
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Course Tutor Guy Begbie is an established book artist and
designer. He has been teaching in UK universities since
1995. As a multi-disciplinary artist he makes works that
extend parameters regarding concept and production
approaches to the book form. He has run book arts courses
nationally and internationally. http://www.guybegbie.com
9.30am - 4.30pm. £450 full price / £360 concessionary rate
Includes: teas and coffees - lunch and materials
More course info and booking link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/
sca/research/cfpr/courses/cpdcourses/index.html

old records, photographs, film. 9.30am - 4.30pm. Maximum
10 participants. £450 full price or £360 concessionary rate
Includes: teas and coffees - lunch and materials.
More course info and booking link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/
sca/research/cfpr/courses/cpdcourses/index.html
Advanced Letterpress led by Angie Butler
5 days: 30 June – 4 July 2014

Primitive Printmaking led by Stephen Fowler
5 days: 28 July - 1 August 2014

This intensive course offers an introduction to type-setting
and the opportunity to learn some letterpress techniques
such as: Thermography, block backgrounds, ghosting and
blind debossing to create beautiful letterpress printed
ephemera. By taking a step-by-step approach this course
will enable you to produce practical work whilst learning
the basics of Vandercook press operation, studio tools and
procedures, type-setting, edition printing and presswork
using both metal and wooden type from our wide selection
of fonts and ornaments.

Part field trip/part print-room based, this experiential
course, takes Bristol as its starting point to explore a variety
of ‘primitive print’ approaches, including; adapted roller
printing (using carved scaffolding foam and pipe lagging),
carved rubber stamp, root vegetable printmaking (such
as yams & potatoes), clay block printing (utilising reliefs
created by clay impressions of objects and surfaces), plaster
printing (from hand engraved blocks of plaster) and creative
surface rubbings from collage constructions.
The more portable printing techniques will from part of a
2-day field trip to record and collect raw material from the
city’s parks, river, streets, market, galleries and museums.
You will be encouraged to draw areas of interest and collect
artefacts and souvenirs to inspire the remaining 3 days in
the print-room.
Course Tutor Stephen Fowler is a Folk Artist of
extraordinary complexity, who over the past 5 years has
created a vast body of work illustrating a deep emotional
journey of personal identity (http://stephenfowler72.
blogspot.com). His multifarious practice embraces many
traditional crafts, forgotten techniques and skills that
belong to bygone age, drawing freely from the worlds of
Dada, Surrealism, Constructivism, Abstract Expressionism,
Outsider Art and Steam Punk to create his own diverse
aesthetic. From naïve paintings of remote architecture,
places of worship and hospitals, to moving portraits of
troubled individuals, plant life and shell fish, Fowler
presents us with a plethora of assorted drawings, paintings,
prints, posters, intricate handmade bookworks, leaflets,
flyers, badges, sculptures, found objects and ephemera
which reflect his various obsessions for graphics, poetry,

Essential for any aspiring printer or printmaker who wishes
to gain additional experience with particular presses, wood
and metal typesetting, or seeking a contemporary approach
to letterpress. Maximum 10 participants. 10am -5pm each
day. £450 full price or £360 concessionary rate. Includes:
teas and coffees - lunch and materials. More course info
and booking link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/
courses/cpdcourses/index.html
Imposition and Inkjet Printing for Book Arts
led by Melissa Olen
3 days: 23-25 July 2014
Explore the potential for integrating high quality inkjet
printing into your book arts practice. This course takes
you through the process of designing a book from creating
digital files to printed signatures ready for binding with
in-depth discussion and practical demonstrations of all the
steps. Topics covered will include: paper selection, layout
and design with consideration of your intended binding
method, and the technical aspects of printing the final
pages. Bring along your own photographs or digital artwork
to use in your design and layout using Adobe Photoshop
and InDesign. The pages will be printed using high quality
digital inkjet printing technology.
By the end of this course you will take home printed pages
ready for binding. While the book binding process is
not covered in this course it offers great opportunity for
advanced binders to add a complimentary skill to their
practice, or provides you with content to take away to the
Advanced Bookbinding course with Guy Begbie in the
following week. A basic knowledge of Adobe Photoshop
and InDesign would beneficial to participants. Bring at least
12 digital photos or the equivalent digital artwork, as well
as small prints for use in the design process.
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‘We covered a lot of ground in a short time and kept up
a good pace’ ‘Clear and methodical but at the same time
relaxed’ ‘Clear explanations followed by infinite patience Guy is a brilliant teacher, thank you’ ‘A good sized group,
good space an materials. A nice environment to work in,
meet like-minded people and make new contacts’.
Maximum 10 participants. 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £450 full price / £360 concessionary rate (Includes
Lunch, Tea and Coffee). More course info and booking
link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/index.html

Course Tutor Melissa Olen is a fine art digital printmaker
with many years of experience in designing and printing
custom inkjet books. Melissa holds a BFA in Photographic
Illustration from the Rochester Institute of Technology
and an MA in Multi-Disciplinary Printmaking from
the University of the West of England. Additionally her
work experience has covered extensive practice in image
preparation and print production in the photographic,
fine art, and commercial markets. Through her experience
Melissa has acquired a breadth of knowledge in inkjet
printing technology, including quality concerns and
practical colour management workflows. Maximum 6
participants. 9.30am - 4.30pm. £250 full price / £200
concessionary rate (includes lunch, teas, coffees and
materials). More course info and booking link: http://www.
uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/cpdcourses/index.html
Advanced Bookbinding led by Guy Begbie
5 days: 28 July - 1 August 2014

Fluxus Assembling Box with Jeff Rathermel!
5 days: 4-8 August 2014

We are very excited to have Jeff Rathermel lead this oneoff class for summer 2014! In the 1960s, George Maciunas
urged a small group of artists to purge the world of
bourgeois sickness and dead art. The result was Fluxus, a
non-movement that expanded the definitions of what art
can be. Rathermel’s workshop will be an exploration of
interdisciplinary anti-art that is ephemeral, inexpensive,
and interactive. This course will involve the artistic
possibilities of recycled materials, simple publication
production, hands-on exercises to generate content,
multiples, ready-mades, collaborative editions, and
performance scores. The history of Fluxus and its founding
principles will serve as an underpinning for all activities and
projects. Work of contemporary artists working in the spirit
of Fluxus will also be discussed. The workshop will end with
the quintessential Fluxus celebration: a Happening!

An intensive five-day advanced course of bookbinding
structures. The course is designed to be appropriate for
people with some previous experience in bookbinding.
Course Tutor Guy Begbie is an internationally-established
book artist and traditionally trained bookbinder who has
been teaching book arts in UK Universities since 1995. As a
multi-disciplinary artist he makes works using a variety of
media that include traditional and experimental approaches
to bookbinding.
Feedback from last year’s course: ‘A week on a CPD course
is worth a year of part-time study, for me. As always, UWE
comes up trumps!!’
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Course Tutor Jeff Rathermel is the Executive Director at
Minnesota Center for Books Arts and a Visiting Assistant
Professor at Carleton College. Trained professionally
as a printmaker, hand papermaker and book artist, he
has exhibited his work internationally and has curated
numerous book art exhibitions both locally and nationally.
His prints and artists’ books incorporate a variety of print
techniques, often including sculptural handmade paper
elements. Maximum 8 participants. 9.30am - 4.30pm
£300 full price / £240 concessionary rate. Includes: teas and
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coffees - lunch and materials. More course info and booking
link: http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/courses/
cpdcourses/index.html
All these courses take place at UWE’s Bower Ashton
Campus, Bristol, UK. http://bit.ly/1eRMPou

Call for Entries: Book Power Redux
The book as a structure is the Trojan horse of art - it is not
feared by average people. It is a familiar form in the world,
and average people will take it from you and examine it
whereas a painting, poem, sculpture, or print they will not.
- Walter Hamady
The above quote explains to opportunity of Book Power so
perfectly. What a great chance to have a powerful impact
on the issues of our day. This bit of inspiration serves as
your three-month reminder for Book Power. Here’s hoping
something inspires you during your winter break.

OPPORTUNITIES

Bone folder - your trusted companion at work and play
We supply genuine bone, horn made folders, hand carved
out of farm-raised water buffalo bones. They come in
medium (5 1/2”), mini (4”) and baby (2 1/2”) sizes.

23 Sandy Gallery and the University of Puget Sound Collins
Memorial Library, invite artists to participate in Book
Power Redux, an international juried exhibition of book
art focusing on social and political issues. Artists’ books
can be a powerful vehicle for social change and activism.
For this show the jurors have a strong interest in works
that shine a light on some of the most vital issues of our
day: race, diversity, equality, justice, bullying, poverty, civil
rights, war and more. This exhibition is open to handmade
book and paper arts related works. Artists’ books, sculptural
books, book objects, altered books, zines, and broadsides
are all encouraged. Book Power Redux will start at 23 Sandy
Gallery and then travel to Collins Memorial Library at the
University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, and will be featured
during a national conference focused on Race
and Pedagogy.
Deadline for entry: 14th March 2014
A full prospectus and more information can be found here:
www.23sandy.com/bookpower2014/callforentries.html
KALEID 2014 London
Showcasing the best of European based artists’ books
to an international audience, submissions opens on the
18th January 2014. KALEID editions works closely with
librarians, book dealers and private collectors; to advocate
public special collections and promote artists who do books.

As you get along working with them, they’ll turn prettier,
more companionable over the years with usage and age.
In your idle moments, enjoy their slender look and touch,
carved images of flowers, fruits, animals and birds.
Please visit our website: www.chinocrafts.com
Your email inquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com

The annual event is a unique opportunity for creative
practitioners and invited collectors to view singular book
works; as printed matter, photography, book arts, sculpture,
painting, installation, audio, video, digital, independent
publishing and performative pieces. The Private View on
Friday the 18th July is a networking event and accompanies
an artist talk, to launch KALEID editions’ commissioned
artist’s book. The curated exhibition and book stands are
for public viewing on Saturday 19th July. Supported by Arts
Council England.
KALEID editions represents artists’ books at The London
Art Book Fair and to international collections in the USA
and Europe.
Please visit www.kaleideditions.com for further information
on how to submit online.
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Submissions Deadline: 1st May 2014
Website: kaleideditions.com
Twitter: @KALEIDeditions

following:
a) 3 photos of your creative process (e.g.: sketchbook pages)
AND/OR
b) 3 photos of your final bookwork from different
viewpoints
AND/OR
c) up to 500 words of creative writing based on the theme
Each photo must not be more than 1MB in size.
You must also submit the online form for your work to be
considered.
Call for entries: The 1st Nordic International Mail Art
Biennale will take place for the first time autumn 2014 at
Wizard Gallery (Oslo, Norway). All artists (or non-artists)
are invited to submit work to the biennale. No work or idea
is too small or too big. The sole entry requirement is that the
submission be sent through the postal system. The biennale
jury will decide what work to exhibit. All selected artists
will receive an exhibition catalogue by mail. One of the
participating artists will receive the 1st Nordic International
Mail Art Award.
All work must be postmarked by August 1st, 2014
ADDITIONAL INFO: Submissions may be sent
anonymously, though artists are encouraged to send
additional info by mail or e-mail. This is to ensure that the
biennale catalogue is accurate, and that all participating
artists receive a catalogue in return. All submissions will be
kept as part of the institution’s future archive.
MAIL ART CAN BE SENT TO:
Wizard Gallery - Nordic International Mail Art Biennale
c/o Grünerløkka Lufthavn, Toftes gate 69
0552 Oslo, Norway
E-mail art will not be reviewed, but enquiries can be sent to:
e@mailartbiennale.com
Call for entries: The theme for the ‘we love your books’
2014 experimental, artists’ books exhibition is home
Choose any of the five areas, relating to home, from the list
below as your creative starting point(s)
1. kitchen
2. living space
3. work space
4. attic / basement
5. outside
For your entry to be considered for the exhibition it should
be creative, innovative and very well crafted. We are also
specifically interested in experimental content and/or
structure. As the exhibition is likely to just be online no
books need to be sent in to us.
After you have made your book(s), which can be any size,
please email us (curators@weloveyourbooks.com) the
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The closing date for these digital entries is Sunday
1st June 2014
More information and some key words to help you start the
project can be found at: www.weloveyourbooks.com
Call for Papers: Beyond the Book Symposium
A Symposium to accompany an exhibition of artists who use
books as their medium (Beyond the Book 5 April – 8 June
2014 Devon Guild of Craftsmen) Thursday 15 May 2014
Queens Building, University of Exeter, Devon, UK
Organised by Devon Guild of Craftsmen, with support
from the University of Exeter Arts and Culture, this
symposium seeks to discuss and expand on the premise
of artists using the book as a cultural and symbolic object,
and as a container of history, narrative and memory.
The accompanying exhibition Beyond the Book seeks to
examine the question: What happens when artists consider
the matter of books?
The conventional book became a household object after the
invention of printing, and has only recently been rivalled
by the computer screen and electronic text. Beyond the
Book sets out to explore the transition of books through a
variety of formats, from bound volumes and photographs to
sculptures, installations and jewellery.
Beyond the Book examines the broad spectrum of work
currently being created by artists and designers who are
using books to deconstruct and describe their qualities,
both aesthetically and conceptually. All of the artists in
the exhibition share an interest in memory, language and
narrative. They use books as a way of filtering their ideas.
Beyond the Book aims to demonstrate how diverse the Book
Art movement is in the UK by showcasing British-based
talent, and to illustrate the notions and narratives behind
the making. Alongside the why, the exhibition will examine
the process, material and nature of production.
Call for Papers: The co-curators Su Blackwell, Artist and
Saffron Wynne, Exhibitions Manager Devon Guild of
Craftsmen invite papers from practitioners, academics and
arts professionals to discuss the exhibition themes further.
Papers can either be for one of the specific areas (below)
or to facilitate a debate/Q & A for one of the areas. The
indicative scope of the symposium will include (but is not
limited to) the following areas:
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THE FORM OF THE BOOK
This topic relates to the physicality of the book, the printed
surface of the page. ‘The Seduction of the Book’ and ‘The
Book as Object’ We invite you to question the role of the
book as object, the use of books as an artistic material and
playing with the book form itself.
POETICS – MEMORY AND LANGUAGE
Examining artists who use books as a way of filtering ideas/
things in relation to language, memory and nostalgia.
These artists are offering alternative meanings, narratives
and contexts, questioning the role of language. They have a
shared interest in language, between the written language
and the body.
RE-USE AND RECYCLING
This theme explores the transformation of books into
something new, giving life and new meaning to otherwise
discarded objects. Books have been stripped of their
utilitarian value by passage of time, regain and given a new
purpose. We invite comments on a throw-away society.
THE FUTURE OF BOOKS
Raising the question of the future of the book, at a time
when the variety of technological possibilities are increasing
and the future of books themselves is being questioned.
Submission:
Please submit an abstract of no more than 500 words
describing your proposed paper and /or session you would
like to organise, along with a biog of no more than 100
words. All abstracts and enquires should be sent to both
convenors by 5pm, Monday 10th March 2014
Su Blackwell: su@sublackwell.co.uk
Saffron Wynne: saffron.wynne@crafts.org.uk
Important dates:
Submission deadline; 5pm, Monday 10th March 2014
Notification; Friday 21 March 2014
Symposium; Thursday 15 May 2014
Siganto Foundation Artists’ Books Fellowships at State
Library of Queensland, Brisbane Australia
Thanks to the generosity of the Siganto Foundation, the
Australian Library of Art at SLQ is offering two Fellowships
for 2014.
The Fellowships offer a stipend of $9,000 each, priority
access to the collections, and research support from
specialist librarians.
One Fellowship is available to artists’ books makers to create
a new work based on SLQ collections. The other Fellowship
is for researchers interested in generating new knowledge
about artist’ books from SLQ’s extensive and nationally
significant collection.
Entry forms will be available from 24th March 2014 applications open on 1st April 2014. Applications close on
15 May 2014. http://www.slq.qld.gov.au/whats-on/awards/
siganto-foundation-artists-books-fellowships
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Call for Submissions: Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair and
Exhibition June-July 2014
We are excited to announce two opportunities for book
artists, which we are organising in Liverpool this summer.
Both events will take place in Liverpool’s spectacular
refurbished Central Library, and will be free to the public.
The Central Library is in the heart of the city centre,
between the main city art gallery and museum, and just a
few hundred metres from the main train station.
The first major Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair will be held
on Friday 4th and Saturday 5th July 2014. There will be
approximately 30 tables available. The cost is £70 for two
days. Workshops will also be taking place on the Saturday.
These dates coincide with the opening weekend of the 2014
Liverpool Biennial, which will attract a significant number
of art-lovers to the city.
Complementing the Fair we are organising an exhibition
in the Library for 4-5 weeks leading up the Fair. This will
showcase both examples of fine bookbinding from the
Library’s collection, and contemporary artists’ books. We
want the exhibition to celebrate excellence and creativity,
and to increase interest and appreciation of artists’ books.
The intention is that the exhibition will also promote
the Fair: we aim to include some examples of works by
Fair participants in the exhibition, as well as by other
contemporary artists.
We are now inviting submissions for both the Fair and
the Exhibition. Please feel free to apply for either the Fair,
or the Exhibition, or both! If you are interested in both
opportunities, you will need to complete two submissions –
one for each. There is no submission fee. Also be aware that
the Exhibition will still be on during the Fair, so any unique
works included in the Exhibition can’t also be shown on
your Fair table. The deadline for both is 17th March.
See www.liverpoolbookart.com for more information,
and www.curatorspace.com for full details of how
to apply.
Good Press - THE REMOTE RESIDENCY II
We are very pleased to announce that we are now open to
submissions for the second annual remote residency!  
As an artist in residence at Good Press, you will develop an
artwork or project between 30th April - 31st May 2014. The
format is entirely up to the artist, but we envisage that as a
rough guide the development period will last from the 30th
April until 19th May, and thereafter the space would become
an “exhibit”, in the vein of our table stop installations.
The residency will be run remotely, and so instead of
traveling to Glasgow, we are proposing that you are a
resident in your own town and send packages either by
mail (in the spirit of mail art) or electronically (in the
spirit of futuristic living) throughout the month with clear
instructions for it’s installation.
The entirety of Good Press is open to you, we have an
exhibition table-top for displaying artworks, but also

the whole bookshop is at your command. We can act as
eyes and ears for you and will be close to hand to answer
questions and give any necessary feedback. A small budget
will be available to contribute towards materials, posting
and the general production of the project, and we will work
together on promotional material.
To apply, we’d like to see:
- your full name and where you are based.
- a proposal (500 words maximum) outlining what you’d
like to do.
- a link to your website OR 4-6 images no larger than 5MB
in total.
Please e-mail applications with the title ‘REMOTE
RESIDENCY’ to info@goodpressgallery.co.uk
Deadline for applications - Sunday 23rd March 2014, for
more information please see: http://goodpressgallery.co.uk/
index.php?/projects/remote-residency/
Biblio-Art 2014
Artists are invited to choose a book from a preselected
range in-store, or via email, and create an artwork both
inspired by and using the book of their choice. $1500 grand
prize, independently judged. Four smaller prizes of $250.
Open for entries until end of April. Winners announced
at exhibition launch on 7 June 2014. Deadline 30th April
2014. Blarney Books & Art, 37 James Street, Port Fairy,
Victoria, Australia. http://blarneybooks.com.au
WSW: Upcoming deadlines for artists’ opportunities:
Studio Residency Grant
Women’s Studio Workshop offers a six to eight week studio
residency grant to support an artist creating a new body of
work in one of WSW’s studio disciplines – intaglio, hand
papermaking, letterpress printing, silkscreen, book arts, and
ceramics.
The grant includes a stipend of $350 per week, up to $500
toward materials used during the residency, travel costs up
to $250 within the Continental US, housing, and unlimited
studio use. Residency occurs 6-18 months after application.
The artist will be provided with technical advice and
assistance in production. WSW welcomes applications from
artists in all stages of their careers. This Studio Residency
Grant is a two-step juried process. WSW selects the artist,
then sends their work to appropriate funders for final
approval.
POSTMARK DEADLINE 1st April
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/artist-residencies/
studio-residency-grant/
Beisinghoff Printmaking Residency in Germany
Work in a beautiful printmaking studio in DiemelstadtRhoden, Germany for four weeks in July. Two artists will be
awarded this residency located at Atelierhaus Beisinghoff,
less than an hour away from Kassel, Germany. This
residency is for artists interested in working in letterpress
and intaglio.
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Images, thoughts and words from different viewpoints come
together when artists from different continents converge to
use the facilities at Atelierhaus.
Accommodation is free of charge and provides an
apartment with shared bath, library, kitchen, living room,
garden, and a sewing and ironing room. Travel costs,
food, and materials are paid by the artist in residence.
Artists prepare lunch together. Local press is invited for a
presentation during the residency.
POSTMARK DEADLINE 1st April
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/artist-residencies/
beisinghoff-printmaking-residency-in-germany/
Women’s Studio Workshop
P.O. Box 489, Rosendale, NY 12472, USA.
For full details and application forms visit:
www.wsworkshop.org/program/opportunity-calendar/
Call for participation: World Book Night 2014
We (the Bristol crew and Nancy Campbell) will be doing
our annual collaboration on 23/04/14. This year’s open call
for participation will ask contributors to send or email us
something to print on World Book Night. To get an idea of
our previous World Book Night events, see:
Some Small, Good Things, 2013
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/13smallgt.htm
The Secrets of Metahemeralism, 2012
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/12secrets.htm
TOAST: A Night on Weevil Lake, 2011
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/toast11.htm
Dinner and a Rose, 2010
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/dinner1.htm
If you would like to contribute in exchange for a free copy of
the booklet we produce on the night, please buy or borrow a
copy of Charles Bukowski’s Post Office, and get reading now.
Once you have finished the book, please sum it up in three
words and email them to Sarah before midnight (GMT)
on Monday 14th April 2014 with your postal address.
Any questions, please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Call for entries: Personal Histories Artist’s Book
Exhibition invites interested book and paper artists from
around the globe to participate in a public exhibition at
Redland Museum, Cleveland, Queensland, Australia by
sharing parts of their own personal history in book art or
paper. www.redlandmuseum.org.au
Exhibition runs Sunday 12 October until Sunday 30
November 2014.
Submission forms due by Friday 22 August 2014.
Delivery of works by Friday 26 September 2014.
There are no fees to participate in this event however artists
will be responsible for the cost of shipping for any works
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submitted. Artists will also be able to sell their works if they
choose with 25% commission to the museum applicable.

Exhibitions continue until Sunday 23rd March. Galleries
open daily 11am-6pm (Thurs ‘til 8pm, Sun ‘til 4pm)

Coordinator, Robyn Foster: I hope you will consider
participating in this event, whether you are local to the
Cleveland area or from somewhere far away, we would
love to include your artist book or work on paper to share
something of your personal history.

PAGES 2014 seminar series: Archives and Documents

For more information please visit the Personal Histories
blog: http://bit.ly/1gwdRVb

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES
PAGES 2014 17th International Contemporary Artists’
Book Fair at The Tetley, Leeds, UK
Launch Event: Friday 7th March, 6-9pm
Saturday 8th March, 11am-6pm
Sunday 9th March, 11am-5pm
Admission Free
In collaboration with The Tetley centre for contemporary
art and learning, PAGES 2014 presents unique and multiple
book works by national and international artists, imprints
and publishers accompanied by a programme of related
exhibitions and events on the theme of archives and office,
stationery and document:
Karen Babayan: Image>Archive<Memory
An exploration of trans-continental family histories through
collective storytelling and the photographic archive with
performances by Shakeh Major Tchilingirian.
The Card Index as Writing Machine
An exhibition of artists’ books and related works of
literature and music which use the manifold possibilities
of gathering, arrangement, selection and rearrangement of
the index card as creative procedure.
– curated by John McDowall
The Imaginary Museum
Referencing the book of the same title by André Malraux,
invited artists respond to the notion of ‘archive’ through
the multiple format of the postcard.
- curated by Louise Atkinson
AMBruno: Book Act
Artist book-makers perform and embody the concept or
essence of their book through the medium of film.
– project initiated by Sophie Loss
Sarah MacKillop: Extended Range
The form of the book itself and the relationship we all
entertain with paper and its materiality, particularly through
the mundane interactions with objects of administration,
provide a rich source for the artist’s minimalist comments
on everyday life.
Oliver Griffin: “To who that it may concern”
Artefacts that play with the idea of the ‘typology and
the uses of the archive’, most commonly within a
photographic relationship.
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Nicky Bird - Question for Seller – the re-emergence of
the photographic archive in artists’ books. Saturday 8th
March, 2-3pm. Dr Nicky Bird will be discussing her artistic
interventions with museum archives and the impulse to
rescue other people’s unwanted photographs.
Lynda Morris - Unconcealment: Prospect 68.
A book from 46 years ago and the knowledge it represents
‘Unconcealment comes from Martin Heidegger’s term
Entborgenheit meaning that to think is a constant, and
continuing process of digging down to come closer to
truths. We need the books and documents to constantly
prompt and help us to understand the recent past.
Our primary material is both the work and the word of the
artist.’ Professor Lynda Morris will be speaking between
courses at the Artists’ Book Fair Dinner, Saturday 8th
March, 7-10pm. Reservations required: www.thetetley.org
Artists’ Book Fair Interventions
Performances and readings will be taking place throughout
the book fair weekend by Karen Babayan, Persia BabayanTaylor, Silvia Champion, Chris Graham, Sharon Kivland,
Shakeh Major Tchilingirian, Katya Robin and contributors
to the Book Act Live event.
For times and dates of these and other participatory
printing and book making workshops visit either:
www.leedsartbookfair.com or www.thetetley.com or pick up
an itinerary from The Tetley.
Satellite Events include
Hidden, John McDowall and Tim Renshaw. Artists’
Books and paintings, curated by Dr Catherine Ferguson
at The Wild Pansy Press Project Space, School of Fine Art,
University of Leeds. 5th–28th March, Mon to Thurs 10am5pm, Friday 10am-4pm
Library Interventions, Sharon Kivland at Leeds College of
Art Library, Blenheim Walk. Until 28th March
PERSE (ANCIENNE) Dressé, Karen Babayan at The Print
Room, Leeds Art Gallery until Sunday 9th March.
The Tetley, Hunslet Road, Leeds LS10 1JQ, UK
www.leedsartbookfair.com
http://thetetley.org/17th-international-contemporary-artistbook-fair/
Open Space Fifth Annual Publications and Multiples Fair
Saturday 8th March and Sunday 9th March 2014
D Center, 16 West North Avenue, Baltimore, MD, USA
The Booklyn Art Gallery will be exhibiting a plethora of
zines, prints, artists books, and sculptural objects from
Brooklyn based artists: Mike Taylor, Caroline Paquita, Anni
Altshuler, Jason Roy, Casey Farnum, Josh Freydkis, Jon
Bocksel & more! 12 - 6pm each day.
www.dcenterbaltimore.com

Annette Disslin will be exhibiting at this year’s
Leipzig Book Fair 13th - 16th March 2014
“In 2012 within the already existing book arts space at
Leipzig Book Fair a new area was established specifically
for printmaking and book artists, including small stalls and
now has an annual award for young printmaker artists.”
There is a new blogpost related to that fair now online at
www.disslin-an.net
This blogpost also lists a number of book arts related
publications together with the links to where they can be
ordered or subscribed to. There’ll be an update as soon as
stall numbers are available and another as soon as there are
photos of the new artist’s book I shall present to the public
during the fair.”
If you cannot make this fair, Annette has been selected once
more to be part of Turn The Page in Norwich, which will
be May 2nd + 3rd. There’ll be a special blogpost in due
course. www.disslin-an.net
Chicago Zine Fest
Center for Book & Paper Arts, Chicago, USA
Friday 14th & Saturday 15th March 2014
The Center for Book and Paper Arts is pleased to host
Chicago Zine Fest, an independent event creating an outlet
for small press and independent publishers to showcase
their work. Making DIY zine-making accessible, this
festival highlights the talents of self-published artists, and
gives independent artists a chance to interact, and swap
skills through tabling, community events, and workshops.
In addition to hosting studio workshops and demos, the
Center for Book and Paper Arts and its graduate student
organisation will co-organise panels, lectures and public
programmes.
Columbia College Chicago
Center for Book & Paper Arts
1104 S. Wabash Avenue, Suite 200
Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA
http://www.colum.edu/Academics/Interarts/book-andpaper/index.php
The People’s Library at Chicago Zine Fest
Saturday 15th March 2014
The Center for Book and Paper Arts is pleased to host The
People’s Library for participatory workshops and an artist’s
talk, to coincide with the Chicago Zine Fest. Their work is
on view in the current exhibition Social Paper. Armed with
outcomes of their DIY papermaking workshops at CBPA,
The People’s Library will have freshly made blank editions
on hand for Chicago Zine Fest visitors to contribute their
own drawings and writings.
The People’s Library is a Richmond, Virginia-based ongoing collaborative project featuring libraries designed,
built and authored by community members. The project
transforms and re-purposes discarded books into blank
canvasses for the production and exchange of local histories.
At the Main Branch of the Richmond Public Library, a
thousand blank books are being created for anyone in
the community to check out, bring home, fill with their
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histories and bring back to the library to be included in the
permanent collection. The resulting installation includes
a thousand micro-monuments, becomes the real and
symbolic meeting place for alienated publics, and offers
sustainable, collective and critical alternatives for the form
and function of public art. The project reflects the histories,
needs, desires of local residents, and re-interprets public
institutions as a space for production, meditation, and
alternative education. Individuals in youth programmes at
each library have co-facilitated dozens of workshops.
At each workshop, all of which are free and open to the
public, participants complete various tasks, engage in
conversation and learn functional creative skills.
http://thepeopleslibrary.wix.com/thepeopleslibrary
Columbia College Chicago
Center for Book & Paper Arts
1104 S. Wabash Avenue, Suite 200
Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA
http://www.colum.edu/Academics/Interarts/book-andpaper/index.php
ARTBOOKART Artist’s Book Fair
Hadleigh Old Fire Station, Essex, UK
Saturday 15th March 2014, 10am - 5pm
Artbookart are delighted to announce a second Artist’s
Book Fair, to be held at Hadleigh Old Fire Station on
Saturday 15th March 2014 (10:00 - 17:00). Organised by
Chris Ruston (www.artbookart.com), a showcase of Book
Artists in the South East of England.
Hadleigh Old Fire Station
High Street, Hadleigh, Essex SS7 2PA
http://www.hofs.org.uk/events
PA/PER VIEW ART BOOK FAIR
Brussels, 21st - 23rd March 2014
Plus: Saturday 22nd Katinka Bock and Julia Jones | Jason
Dodge and Dieter Roelstraete
Sunday 23nd Franz Erhard Walther workshop.
Visit the website for a list of exhibitors:
www.paperviewartbookfair.org
BLACKOUT BOOKS
Books without electricity, books from the darkness
The 7th Artist’s Book and Small Edition Festival,
Barcelona, 23rd April 2014
A Festival for object-books, only-one-of-a-kind books and
small editions. Organised by ILDE (I Libri De…) Cultural
Association, under the artistic direction of Elisa Pellacani
in collaboration with Editions Consulta, librieprogetti
- Escuela Itinerante del Libro, and Ayuntamiento de
Barcelona, Centre Civic Pati Llimona. The ILDE cultural
association extends an invitation to visit the 7th Edition of
the festival that will be held in Barcelona on Saint George’s
day (Sant Jordi - 23rd April 2014, UNESCO World Book
and Copyright Day) showing unique works or small
editions, with an itinerary for discussions and presentations
of artists’ books in their various forms. Each year, the
Festival is presented in different cities, in libraries and
bookshops.
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A selection of the works received every year is published
in a book made by Elisa Pellacani with the collaboration of
specialists in the book arts, artists and teachers. A collection
of books about the making books and book arts, to open
new dialogues on artistic production in the form of the
book. www.ilde.info

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Bukezine 15
Andres Gatti

INTERNET NEWS
From Amandine Nabarra-Piomelli:
Bernoulli Equation - short video

Each issue: 13.7 x 21.5 cm. 40 pages. 6 USD plus shipping
costs. Images of the books can be viewed online at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/digipops/
Contact: andreschile@vtr.net
In 2013 my books entered several collections, including
Le Centre Pompidou and the Getty Museum. Le Centre
Pompidou produced a video about my book “Bernoulli
Equation for Unsteady Potential Flow”. My book visually
and tactilely mimics the action of a body in water.
The Bernoulli equation for unsteady potential flow
(named for Daniel Bernoulli, 18th-century Dutch-Swiss
mathematician) is used, among other places, in the theory
of ocean surface waves and acoustics.
To view the film go to: https://vimeo.com/77638252
A translation can be found in the comments on Vimeo.
For more information visit: http://anpfotos.com/work/309/
From Nicolas Frespech: ‘Sense and sensorbility: the book
that lets you feel your protagonist’s pain’. MIT scientists have
created a ‘wearable’ book using temperature and lighting to
mimic the experiences of a book’s protagonist.
Read more about sensory fiction and watch a video at:
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/jan/28/sensoryfiction-mit-technology-wearable-fiction-books
From Tommaso Durante: I am pleased to inform you that
‘The Visual Archive Project of the Global Imaginary’ is
now available online. It also includes a blog for exchange of
comments and ideas: www.the-visual-archive-project-ofthe-global-imaginary.com
An article by Tom Sowden ‘How to be a book artist’ has
been published on Artquest. A compendium of resources,
organisations and ways of working, essential reading for
artists who engage with this medium.
http://www.artquest.org.uk/articles/view/how_to_be_a_
book_artist
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Artist’s Book Yearbook 2014 - 2015

The ABYB is a
biennial reference
publication focusing
on international
activity in the field of
book arts. It serves as
a resource for artists,
academics, students,
collectors, librarians,
dealers, publishers
and researchers,
in fact anyone
interested in
artists’ books.

The 2014-2015
edition has essays,
interviews, contributions and features on / by: Field Study,
Abigail Thomas, Reinhard Grüner, Barbara Tetenbaum,
Nathalia King, Tanya Peixoto, John Bently, David Jury,
Women’s Studio Workshop, Hansjorg Mayer, Gustavo
Grandal Montero and Eleanor Brown, Linda Newington,
Angie Butler, Nathalia King, Barrie Tullett, Craig Atkinson,
David Paton, Pete Kennedy, and more…
Artists’ pages / interventions by: Sara Elgerot, Stevie Ronnie,
Stephen Spurrier, Elizabeth Tonnard, Sylvia Waltering,
Michael Weller, Elizabeth Willow and Philippa Wood.
Cover design by Tom Sowden.
Reference listings include: collections, libraries, archives,
bookshops, galleries, centres, design print & bind,
publishers, dealers, presses, studios, competitions, fairs,
festivals and exhibitions, journals, reference books,
organisations, societies, projects, touring programmes and
courses. 207 national and international artists have also

listed their recent book works. Published by Impact Press,
UWE Bristol, Sept 2013, ISBN 978-1-906501-07-5,
£15 (incl. UK p&p) or £16 (incl. international p&p).
Available from: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm

New publications from Café Royal Books:

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Vol 8, No 1 and Volume 8, No 2

Grangemouth and the Forth Estuary
John Darwell
06.02.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Numbered
edition of 150. £5. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.
php/shop/grangemouth-and-the-forth-estuary/

Essays and reviews for the April 2014 issue, Vol 8, No 2:
Alison Gibbons: Tension, Style, and the Modern Psyche,
A Stylistic Analysis of Philip Zimmermann’s ‘High Tension’;
Jeremy Dixon: Aliens, Sunset, and Radioactivity: visiting
three artists’ books in Philadelphia; Ciara Healy: And
the night was kind. ‘Ruskin’s Ponds’ book works by John
Woodman; Pete Kennedy: Lucy Lippard’s Activism and
Artists’ Books Activate Me; John McDowall: Some artists’
books and literature; Mat Osmond: The Mingled Measure,
Interpreting and Adapting S. T. Coleridge’s ‘The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner’.

Rotherhithe Photographs
Geoff Howard
13.02.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Numbered
edition of 150. £5. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.
php/shop/rotherhithe-photographs/

Artists’ pages by: Mat Birchall (UK), Kate Bufton (UK),
Amir Brito Cador (Brazil) Jesse England (USA) and Sara
MacKillop (UK). Cover design: Tom Sowden
Essays and reviews in Vol 8, No 1: One Hundred Years and
On: 100% Books by Canberra Artists; Letterpress on the
Underground; some undisclosed points of remove;
I Appropriate, Therefore I Am; S.M.S. Shit Must Stop; Open
Books: Sixteen artists and the Chinese folding-book.
Artists’ pages by: Rodrigo Arteaga (Chile), Sophie Artemis
Pitt - (UK), Helena de la Guardia (Spain), Claudia de la
Torre (Germany) and Laura Russell (USA), Guy Bigland
(UK) designed a brilliant textwork cover, badge and sticker
for Vol 8 No 1.
Subscribe to both issues in Volume 8 today! £10 GBP
including UK or international postage, for Nos 1 and 2.
Current issues and back issues are available to order at
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm or, directly from
the online store: http://bit.ly/18Ha1oI
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Mayday
Brian David Stevens
20.02.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Numbered
edition of 150. £5. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.
php/shop/mayday/
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Artists’ books by Celeste Maia
Celeste Maia was born and grew up in Mozambique.
Madrid, Spain is her current home, but Washington DC,
Rome, Paris, Prague and Johannesburg are strong memories.
Maia has an MFA from the University of Maryland and Art
History degree from the Sorbonne in Paris. She was an oilon-canvas figurative painter for 25 years, showing in the US,
Brazil, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, Portugal, India, Japan,
China and Korea. In recent years she has become fascinated
with other art forms – watercolours, painting Time on
watch faces, writing and illustrating children’s books, and
now making artists’ books.
Sleeping Beauty: Dreams of a Hundred Years, 23 x 22 cm,
is a carousel book. The three layers of paper are painted
in oils, showing Sleeping Beauty’s body movements as she
sleeps on the front layer, and her 7 dreams in the second
and third layers.
www.celestemaia.com
celestemaia.serpenscaput@gmail.com

Libro del Viento is a pop-up book, 23 x 28.5 cm, made
with my photographs, with the exception of the Tornado
pop up, which is hand-painted. The book explores feelings
about wind – soft, strong, menacing, soothing. I wanted
to represent wind with pop ups in order to make a direct
connection with movement, its essential quality.

Cuneiform Press is pleased to announce the publication
of The Far Flowered Shore by Bill Berkson
The Far Flowered
Shore (Japan 2006/
Japan 2010) are
travel books but not
diaries, and would
certainly not be of
any use to anyone
looking to find
one’s way around
Japanese cities.
Both notebooks are
made by Quaderno–soft, pliable, lightweight school exercise
books with blank, unlined pages, made in Italy but available
elsewhere (even, it turned out, in a Kyoto department store).
I filled them as usual, on impulse, scribbling down and
pasting in whatever seemed worth noting, and as you see,
not always about Japan.

Book of Secrets, 27.5 x 20 cm, is a book in the shape of a
pyramid which opens at the top to reveal a small round
opening. The book is written by its owner over time by
inserting into the opening tiny papers with secrets.
The book can only be read when its “cover” is broken
open for the first and last time.
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A lot of the scrawls are due to trying to write while walking.
The notes cover two trips to Japan that Connie Lewallen
and I made in April 2006 and again in 2010: the first to
Kyoto and Tokyo, with a day trip from Kyoto to Nara; and
the second to Kyoto, the “museum island” of Naoshima and

Osaka. “Have good trip to the far flowered shore,” wrote
Joanne Kyger on the eve of our second time out.
- Bill Berkson
The Far Flowered Shore notebooks were reproduced as fullcolor, hardcover, facsimiles by Cuneiform Press in 2013.
The 2006 and 2010 notebooks are accompanied by a third
volume containing a transcript of the text typeset in Bulmer.
Housed in a slipcase produced by Craig Jenson at BookLab
II, one hundred copies were produced, of which fifty are for
sale exclusively from Cuneiform Press. $100 USD plus $15
for domestic S&H ($30 overseas).
If paying by US cheque, please send to: Cuneiform Press ·
3008 East 2nd Street · Austin · TX 78702 · USA Paypal can
be addressed to: cuneiformpress@gmail.com
Some new books from Gracia & Louise:

As if from the clouds, restless
Gracia Haby
This zine of Swiss Alps abandon includes four pages
reproduced from the unique state collaged artists’ book As
if from the clouds, restless (made especially for Draw Me A
Story - The Art of Children’s Book Illustration, currently at
Maroondah Art Gallery until the 15th March, 2014), and its
accompanying narrative. February 2014. Digital print zine.
Edition of 100. 42 x 7.5 cm (folded to 10.5 x 7.5 cm), four
page full-colour concertina zine with B&W text on reverse.
Aqua title wrap held in place by a blue circle sticker.
AUD $3. http://gracialouise.com/restless
Twelve months, an explorer
Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison
Twelve months, an explorer is based on the artist’s book
A Year of
Southern
Hemisphere
Birds, 2013,
by Louise
Jennison with
explorer’s
narrative by
Gracia Haby.
February 2014.
Digital print
zine. Edition of 100. 10.5 x 15 cm 28-page B&W zine on
grey paper, hand-stitched with black thread. AUD $5.
http://gracialouise.com/explorer
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Four Rainbow Lorikeets (Trichoglossus haematodus) who
visited my garden one summer’s day
Louise Jennison
This zine features pencil and watercolour drawings of four
different Rainbow Lorikeets (Trichoglossus haematodus)
who took refuge in the leafy canopy of the back-garden
during a summer heat-wave. (They have since become
regular visitors, though they’ve yet to officially approve
their portraits.) This is the thirteenth zine in this series
that is growing at steady pace. February 2014. Digital print
zine. Edition of 100. 21 x 30 cm (folded to 7.5 x 10.5 cm in
proportion), full-colour zine. AUD $3.
http://gracialouise.com/lorikeet

Misreadings
Gracia Haby
misread
verb ( past and past participle misread
read (a piece of text) wrongly.
• judge or interpret (a situation or a person’s manner or
behaviour) incorrectly: had she been completely misreading
his intentions?
• interpret a collection of someone else’s photographs to suit
own end: in order to keep herself amused she misread the
scenes before her before binding them into a zine to take to
Sticky’s annual zine fair.
All images in Misreadings borrowed and misread with
permission from the former Tromsø Town Museum and
Troms Folk Museum collections now in the photo archives
of Perspektivet Museum (PEM), Tromsø, Norway. AUD $8.
http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-misreadings
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Joanne Lee’s ‘Gumming up the Works’, Issue #3 from
the Pam Flett Press independent serial

This third issue fantasises about luminous constellations of
dropped chewing gum on the street, confronts a horrible
compulsion to seek out the hard stuff glued under desks or
in the recesses of train carriages, before finding itself fixated
upon various species of lumps, heaps and piles; ultimately
the writing explores creative work as a sort of digestion or
composting, and suggests we have quite a lot to learn from
worms. Designed by Dusthttp://du.st
www.joannelee.info
http://www.joannelee.info/_/pam_flett_press.html
Cube Art Editions presents: Sharon Kivland
Freud on Holiday - Volume IV
A Cavernous Defile, Part I
Since 2006 Sharon Kivland has been reconstructing the
holidays of Sigmund Freud. Her holidays - Freud’s holidays
- have led her to dream of Rome, to Trieste, to Athens, and
to the forgetting of a foreign name in several locations when
her holiday plans came to very little. There have been other
ports of call en route and many digressions. Like Freud,
often she suffers from Reisemalheurs.

In A Cavernous Defile she walks or describes walks,
frequently repeating herself, pausing, covering old ground;
she sends and receives postcards; she goes to the mountains
in the place of another after sending another in her place.
Her detours increase and her step is distinctive. The book is
about walking and writing, about daughters and fathers and
women alive and dead.
Cube Art Editions, 2013. Texts by Sharon Kivland with
Lucia Farinati. Foreword by Forbes Morlock. Edited by
Eleni Saroglou. Designed by Christos Lialios
ISBN 978-618-80384-7-9, 23 x 14.5 cm / 144 pages /104
b&w images / soft cover with jacket / 600 copies. 25 Euros.
Available at: www.cubearteditions.com/_books/Cavernous_
Defile_1.html
The Book: Existence signs, by Loretta Cappanera at the
exhibition Intersections_2, threads and knots, ParCO2 in
Pordenone (Italy) supervised by Francesca Agostinelli.
The book consists of a series of etchings of rust on canvas,
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where the artist refers to the sense of writing over the first
value assigned to the sign. Diary entries, fragments of an
autobiography, the work of Cappanera indicates the focus
towards linguistic contamination, takes over the opening
and the relationship between different specific expression
and leads the viewer into the tipsy territories of a subtle
and sharp expression, where the value of the unspeakable
overtakes the word. Kind of an installation-book, the
pages of Cappanera hold the reflective, lyrical and ritual
dimension of the textiles as it has been historically defined,
nevertheless acquires the expressive urgency of nowadays
in the power of communication.

Intersections is the name of the whole project supervised by
Chiara Tavella and Orietta Masin, Intersections_2, wires and
knots is the name of the event at the PArCo 2, supervised
by Francesca Agostinelli. On stage the international fibre art
collection built over the years by the prestigious Valcellina
Prize, thanks to the efforts of The Textile Arts Association.
About twenty artists give their contribution to the speech:
BECCARI Rossana, BIDESE Marisa, CAPPANERA Loretta,
Casaril Wanda, Cesaratto Ciro, DI IORIO Mario, DI SOPRA
Elizabeth, FLEGO Lucia, GHIRARDELLI Alessandra,
MODOLO Laura, Gina MORANDINI, MUSONI
Francesca, NOVELLO Maria Elisabetta, PONTEL Anna,
POZZAR Laura, PREDOMINATO Lydia, ROMANIN
Sabina, TOSELLI Manuela, VIDONI Carlo, who all work
around the textile declining the fundamental assumptions of
the specific towards a contemporaneousness sensitive to the
collectivity, the manual skills, the everyday routine, as well
as to the most urgent problems of our current being on this
world. F. Agostinelli
For more information about the book Existence signs
please contact the artist, Loretta Cappanera at:
cappazeta@virgilio.it

Louffa Press is pleased to announce the publication of the
newest chapbook
by Jeff Grunthaner,
THE TTTROUBLE
WWITH SUUNDAYYS.
The printing of this
limited edition, 100
numbered copies are
available now but they
are going fast. 4.25” x 5.5”, Letterpressed covers, bright and
colourful inside and out. $8 includes shipping in USA

cynical interpretation of the present and a prophetic vision
of the future. In these short texts, the artist’s outspoken
Romanness reacts to the cultural and political flatness of
the Italian 80’s, defining a new identity that also stands
as an affirmation of delirium, of the fantastic and of that
most human element that serves man to overcome his own
specific and genetic conditions: that is, to overcome himself.
Risograph edition of 1000 copies. www.neromagazine.it

New poems by Amy Huffman now online!
Feel free to browse current flash fictions and poetry on the
Louffa Press E-Journal, SCRUBBADUBDUB:
http://www.louffapress.com/index2.html
LOUFFA PRESS | MICRO FICTION FOR MACRO
PEOPLE. www.louffapress.com
Publications from NERO:

All I Remember
Elisabetta Benassi
Conceived as an artist’s book as well as a work of art,
All I remember, is a collection of 477 backs of photos
retrieved from the archives of the most important daily
newspapers in the world, collected and photographed by
the artist over the last three years. Elisabetta Benassi has
selected the most significant photos of the 20th century
in a backwards route through personal and collective
memories. Each page of the book corresponds to a single
photo back characterised by a data sheet with the dates,
the photographers’ names and an objective description of
that which is represented in the image, as is usually done in
image filing systems. The result is an original history of our
past, made of written images, of memorable moments of the
history of the 20th century. www.neromagazine.it
Festa
NERO presents the new release Festa, a pocket-sized book
curated by Alessandro Cucchi and dedicated to the artist
Tano Festa. Twenty-five years after his death, NERO republishes the artist’s last interview, conducted by Aldo Ricci
and originally featured in Frigidaire magazine.
The book also collects new interviews and anecdotes about
the life of a major protagonist of the Italian art world of the
60s and 70s. The book is a biting monologue in which all of
Festa’s artistic frustrations and human frailties erupt into a
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New Globe Notes
Mike Cooper
New Globe Notes is the new LP by British musician and
artist Mike Cooper. The edition is composed of a vinyl plus
a booklet and has been produced by NERO in collaboration
with record label No=Fi Recordings. For the past fifty years,
Mike Cooper has been constantly experimenting with live
composition, field recordings and free improvisation; in the
late 90s he developed a particular kind of contemporary
exotica inspired by his trips in the Pacific area; the result
is, in his own words, an “imaginary, exotic, ambient
soundscape of places that didn’t exist”.
Edition of 300 copies. Published by NO=FI & NERO. 18
Euros. www.neromagazine.it
The Foreigners Stand Still
Seb Patane
The book, published on occasion of Seb Patane’s solo show,
The Foreigners Stand Still, at the Fondazione Giuliani in
Rome, should be considered a narrative book.
A single chapter corresponds to each work, within which
the artist creates – through a collage of images and texts – a
constellation of personal events, historical and actual events,
sometimes invented, which inspired every individual work.
Edition of 100 copies. 18 Euros. www.neromagazine.it
Colors of Memory
Maria G. Pisano

Colors of Memory presents four environments that echo
transformative experiences. The books, Primavera, Estate,
Autunno and Inverno, with their accompanying poems,
resonate with patterns that span one’s lifetime alongside the
natural patterns of the seasons. Each season is a marker, a
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passage, beginning with Primavera, a time of discovery and
self-awareness and ending with Inverno, a time of fragility,
loss and death.

A limited edition artist’s book designed, printed and bound
by the artist, Maria G. Pisano. All poems are written by the
artist with the exception of Primavera, a haiku written by
Michael Pisano. The four accordion books are relief printed
from a combination of collagraph and woodblock plates on
Rives BFK. The work was hand printed on a Charles Brand
etching press in an edition of 10. Each book measures 15.25
cm H x 73.5 cm W. The enclosure in cherry wood, designed
by the artist, contains the four books within and measures
17cm x 16.5cm x 5 cm. Memory Press, 2014.
www.mariagpisano.com

“Another Month of Sundays” Ensixteen Editions Number
24 (February 2014)
Mike Nicholson, sole proprietor of North London’s
“Ensixteen Editions”, is pleased to announce the release of
the 24th in his ‘bio auto graphic’ series of graphic narratives
- just in time for the imminent 17th Leeds Contemporary
Artists’ Book Fair.
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Revisiting the methodology used to create 2011’s “A Month
of Sundays” (‘bio auto graphic’ Number 17) the artist/writer
is creating the new edition on each Sunday in February,
responding to the public and private events of these specific
days in words and pictures. Already folded into the mix at
time of writing are the current wet weather apocalypse, “The
Case of the Abandoned Buggy”, Smoked Haddock Chowder
and the career of George Cole.
The Leeds event will also see the first appearance of his
last edition “Londonaut!” (‘bio auto graphic’ Number
23 - September 2013) outside the capital. It details
psychogeographical wanderings undertaken during a 2013
weight-loss health kick; a 14-mile journey repeated in June
and July. What did he find, where - and how?
It has already been acquired by Tate, V&A, Winchester
School of Art, Manchester Metropolitan University and
Smith College, Massachusetts collections.
For more on this and Nicholson’s inspirations and work in
general please visit www.ensixteeneditions.blogspot.com or, even better, why not drop by The Tetley in Leeds between
Friday 7th and Sunday 9th March to partake directly.
Editions available at austerity-friendly prices!

what remains and is to come: the book
By Katrina Brown and Rosanna Irvine
Documenting an immersive performance installation.
what remains and is to come invites audiences into the
shifting relations between two performers, paper and
charcoal. Asking how to treat materials as equals and not
as tools, the performers’ bodies exist as both human and
material presences. The audience moves through the space,
catching glimpses of relations and becomes witness to a
visceral accumulation of haunting images evoking human
work, living, and dying.
Brown and Irvine have received Arts Council England
funding towards the production of a text and image
publication ‘what remains and is to come: the book’.

Presented in a handmade box, the works which measure
14.8 x 14.8cm, include double-sided screenprints,
photogravure prints, prints on plywood, folded and stitched
book works, sculptural elements, and a sound work.
There are ten copies out of 50 that are available to collectors
and institutions that are interested in purchasing a Voyage
Boxed. The box costs £480, €580 or $780.
For list of participating artists and more info see:
www.imimaufe.com/voyage/voyage or
rangsch.de/voyage/html
or get in touch directly: bluedogtours@hotmail.com
Photograph: Kate Mount

The book will include texts by Ramsay Burt, Ivana Ivković
and Mark Leahy. Design by Kevin Mount, and photography
by Kate Mount. Subscriptions will be sought via a Sponsume
campaign to be launched in March 2014. Details of the
subscription campaign, and more information on the
publication can be found at: http://whatremains2.wordpress.
com/the-book/
Voyage Boxed
18 artworks by 18 artists who participated in the ‘Voyage:
sea journeys, island hopping and trans-oceanic concepts’
exhibition that was held at Künstlerhaus Dortmund last
year are contained within Voyage Boxed.

Imi Maufe and Rona Rangsch

Nathalie Daviet-Thery has the pleasure of presenting the
following artists’ books for children by Julie Safirstein
Books - poems imagined by Julie Safirstein to be painted, to
be drawn, to tell, to share in the course of the words of the
poet and the colour forms proposed by the artist. Each book
of original artwork is lithograph printed, and is an invitation
in creation…

Poisson d’Avril text by Boris Vian, 17 x 22 cm.
Price: 35 euros

En sortant de l’école text by Jacques Prevert, 17 x 22 cm.
Price: 35 euros

Les papillons text by Gérard de Nerval, 17 x 22 cm.
Price: 35 euros
Christophe Daviet-Thery
Livres et Editions d’Artistes
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris, France.
http://davietthery.wordpress.com
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REPORTS & REVIEWS
Keepsake Project
Report by Sophie Artemis Pitt
Keepsake Project is a fully funded project for older adults
(over 55 year olds), using reminiscence and the arts. The
project is taking place in Surrey during early 2014. The aim
is to promote independence and wellbeing for older people
in the County through the learning of new skills and ideas
from selected professional artists who have been invited to
run these sessions.

My name is Sophie Artemis Pitt and I am one of the selected
artists on this project. For 6 weeks I have been working in 3
different day centres enabling the participants working with
me to create beautiful, individual and unique books using
memory as inspiration.
In the first session in January in Caterham a group of
women in their 70’s and 80’s announced that they had no
experience of making art or books but then accepted that
since they had all done dressmaking and knew how to knit
making books was just another sort of making. Having
established that these skills were all transferable we set
about, step by step, making a ‘starburst’ book: Squares of
paper in bright, rainbow colours were folded into the ‘star
bursts’ to form the pages and a gold cover and beautiful
ribbon made each book like a gift or jewelry box.
The group was delighted and surprised by how professional
their work looked.

Encouraged by this beautiful start we moved on to a
concertina book with a cloth-bound cover using blind
embossed words to make each book unique.
This time we used a scanner to print images of the objects
from the ‘reminiscence boxes’- In Caterham the postcards
were most popular, in the Lingfield Day centre, the
medicine bottles and vintage pill boxes caught participants’
imaginations and many of the group in Lingfield brought in
their own objects and keepsakes to include in their book.
Despite the flooding making many roads impassable most
of the participants managed to make it to this session and
said that they looked forward to Fridays now that they
were doing the Keepsake Project. Using beautiful materials,
the correct tools and working in a very sociable and
collaborative setting produced books that the group was
really proud of. These sessions are delivering new skills and
ideas in a sociable and affirming setting and it is a pleasure
to see how much the sessions are enjoyed.
There will be a celebration of this project, with an exhibition
of all of the work made with artists as part of the Keepsake
Project held in July in Guildford.
www.sophieartemispitt.com
4th Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize and
Exhibition - A Report on last year’s Prize and Exhibition
By John Clark
Exhibition dates: 05 October - 30 November, 2013.
Several weeks after the exhibition closed for the 4th
International Artist’s Book Prize and it still feels a bit like
clearing up after a great party - lots of really great reasons
for having done it and doubts amongst the debris as to the
wisdom of the whole event and whether it should ever be
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repeated - did we invite too many people, did we try too
hard to appeal to all, did we stick too rigidly to plans that
should have changed as the size of the whole thing became
apparent?
Some things about the intentions and aims of the Prize
have been there since before its inauguration - open access,
visitors acting as jury to create a ‘dialogue’ with the books,
the promise to show all entries in the exhibition…. and
these things have seemed sacrosanct. Other elements we
have added or altered as the Prize has grown over the
last few years - a printed catalogue containing all entries,
Jury awarded Prizes, increased Prize money, a growing
Collection of books. “Plus ça change, plus c’est la même
chose.” And in some ways that proverb holds true - but in
some ways not.

We had pushed the boat out a little in 2013 (having secured
both funding and sponsorship for the first time) with the
intent of increasing both awareness and participation. As
such we were able to do some additional marketing during
the Call for Submissions: as a result, entries increased
threefold over the previous edition. However, this increase
was not easy to anticipate - well over two thirds of entries
arrived in the last month - up until June we had no idea how
many books we were likely to get and so no possibility of
thinking early how to adapt. I had a contingency if entries
got up to six hundred - I had elected to stage the show for
eight weeks this time around and so I knew I could always
show half of the books for three weeks and the other half for
three weeks more and then put those with the most votes
together for the final two weeks. Not ideal, but possible.

As it transpired, we received 455 entries - probably not
enough to require staging in two separate shows but
certainly a challenge just to fit them all into the galleries not to mention the challenge for visitors to actually see all
of the books or even find their way around. Mocking up the
books for display in studios and galleries we were able to
calculate the number of meters needed to show each book
in its own space without overlap and obscuring books - the
first time I have ever had to plan a show by linear meterage.
Using purpose built shelving, designed in such a way to
ensure it did not look like a shop, we were able to plan the
layout of three of the gallery spaces. I felt that all galleries
laid out exactly the same, with so many books, would be
overwhelming…

…so we opted to use a mixture of shelving and boxes to
display the books to create variety. There is no doubt the
galleries felt full - cluttered even - but we needed to put in
tables and chairs to allow books to be studied at leisure and
we also added plinths to deal with the many oversize books.

A quick calculation suggested that if visitors looked at each
book for 10 seconds it would take around 6 hours to view
them all - this certainly questioned the wisdom of showing
all books - but equally, it was important to honour the
commitment to do so when that was the basis of the Call for
Submissions. We had only a few days between final entries
coming in and judging the books and only a month between
close of entries and sending the catalogue off to press. These
deadlines necessitated rapid decision making in terms of
staging and catalogue design that we will certainly review
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- although, in general, reaction to both the exhibition and
accompanying catalogue was extremely positive.

One of the decisions we took was to estimate how many
books would fit into the main gallery and ask the Jury to
make a selection for that space. Around 130 books were
shown in the main Central space with all others on display
in the 4 satellite spaces. We made no great show of this
distinction (and indeed two of the books that did well in
the public vote were not part of this Jury selection) but
invigilators were encouraged to point out to visitors short
of time that they may like to start in the main gallery.

So, close inspection of all books was clearly a problem.
Undoubtedly, adding a catalogue helped ensure all books
figured equally. Furthermore, with around ninety per cent
of those who entered donating their books to our Collection
we will be able to take the opportunity in the months ahead
of showing smaller selections of the books in themed
exhibitions and giving visitors the chance to look more
closely at books they may well not even have seen in
one visit.
As ever with the Book Prize, some visitors spent many
hours in the Centre and many people came back more
than once during the two months of the show. Visitor
numbers exceeded twelve hundred and over a thousand
people voted for their favourite. The books selected by
visitors were also different from those selected by the Jury
and over the weeks there was a fair degree of unanimity in
where votes were cast.
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In another departure in 2013, we also organised (in
conjunction with The University of Sheffield) a Symposium,
a series of workshops, talks, performances and smaller
exhibitions alongside the Book Prize. All were well
attended. Books from the Collection were shown in hotels
and libraries around the city as well as a city centre shop
window, increasing those who saw some aspect of the prize
to many thousands.
The entries themselves reflected the diversity of the artist’s
book world. From tiny books in match boxes to huge wall
hangings, books made from metal, porcelain, wood and
sandpaper, entries from thirty five different countries and
whilst we didn’t ask about age, one from a thirteen year
old school student. Visitors to the exhibition did comment
on being enthralled by the range and diversity and our not
defining what constitutes a book certainly adds an element
of surprise and pleasure to both those discovering artists’
books for the first time and those more familiar with
the medium.

Page of our website - http://artistsbookprize.co.uk - those
who entered the Prize and visitors to the exhibition will
be contacted directly with a link to the relevant survey.
However, the third survey is specifically aimed at artist’s
book makers who did not enter (including those who did
not know about it!) and we would greatly value your input
as this will help us in planning future endeavours with
respect to artists’ books. Survey can be found at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/8QKLLW5
4th Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize Winners
The 2013 Sheffield International Artists’ Book Prize
Winners were as follows:

And so back to that clearing up… Most books have now
been returned to those requesting returns. Most of those
that form part of our Collection are now catalogued online
(though there is a lot of work still to do on indexing and
proof reading). We have embarked upon a research project
following up last year’s event to gauge both audience and
participants’ reaction – details of that can be found below
and the survey accessed directly from our website. I’d like to
extend a big thank you to all those who did take part, I think
we achieved our objective of making the Prize a significant
event in the artist’s book calendar and we look forward to
hearing your views and staging the winners’ exhibitions in
the year ahead.

With a record number of 455 entries we anticipated a
number of books vying for the public vote. It was somewhat
surprising therefore that the winning entry polled more
votes than the second, third and fourth put together.
Well over a hundred visitors to the exhibition voted for
Els ter Horst’s ‘t draadje’ (The Thread - image above) a
beautifully executed miniature book, delightfully simple
and full of visual humour.
The Jury, on the other hand, had trouble even selecting a
shortlist - finally agreeing on 22 and only after several hours
of negotiation whittling that down to a final 8. Two Winners
were ‘elected’ as opposed to selected when it became
obvious that Jury Members would never agree - so each
member was asked to rank the final 8 in order and votes
were counted. ‘What to do / Wat te Doen’ by Bas Fontein
(image below) and ‘tea and water pipe’ by Erin K Schmidt
(image overleaf) survived this process as joint winners.

John Clark
Director, Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize
We have prepared 3 short surveys in order to maximise
feedback about the Prize and your participation would
be invaluable in helping us decide how to move forward
next year. All three surveys be accessed from the Home
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tea and water pipe by Erin K Schmidt

The Student Prize was a more unanimous decision despite
both the quality and quantity of entries with Isla Millar’s
‘Great Fire of Eydon’ (image below) coming out on top.

Bank Street Arts, 32-40 Bank Street, Sheffield S1 2DS, UK.
http://bankstreetarts.com
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk

STOP PRESS!
HOW TO WRITE III - Artists read their texts
Arthur Köpcke, Dieter Roth, Tomas Schmit, Emmett
Williams at Wien Lukatsch, Berlin, Germany
Until 4th April 2014
how to write III is not an exhibition - there are no pictures,
objects or films to see. how to write III takes place in the
four gallery spaces - you can hear recordings of texts by
four artists - read by the artists themselves. They are
all known as artists, but they consider their writings as
essential. They used and reshaped all possible literary forms
- poems, prose, sonnets, essays, dialogues and interviews.
how to write III is an event, dedicated purely to the writing
of the four chosen artists. It shows how they read their texts
and how they used spoken language. The significance their
texts play in their oeuvre is often underestimated. The only
help is reading and listening and therefore we dedicate how
to write III to the listening of the texts.
The authors are: Arthur Köpcke (1928 – 1977), Dieter
Roth (1930 - 1998), Tomas Schmit (1943 - 2006), Emmett
Williams (1925 - 2007)
how to write III is the third part of our series of exhibitions
about the matter artists write. With this series we celebrate
the 25th anniversary of the gallery and bookshop Wien
Lukatsch founded on the 10th May 1988.
Wien Lukatsch - gallery and bookshop for art books
Schöneberger Ufer 65 (3. OG | 3rd floor), 10785 Berlin,
Germany. www.wienlukatsch.de
Tues - Friday 1–6pm, Sat noon–6pm
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P.O.W. - Translating Concrete Poetry
Saison Poetry Library, London
Weds 5th March 2014, 8pm
We ‘translate’ things every day, from one language to
another, from one action to another. Ricarda Vidal and
Jenny Chamarette, co-curators of Translation Games
(www.translationgames.org) invite three artists to select
and ‘translate’ one of five poems from Antonio Claudio
Carvalho’s concrete poetry magazine P.O.W.: Anna Cady
will translate into film, Sam Treadaway into scent and
Katja Knecht into digital art. The artists will present their
translations on the evening and discuss the challenges
and revelations of translating from one medium (text)
into another (fine arts). The poet Steven Fowler will
simultaneously translate the discussions into live writing.
An online preview of the five selected poems by Simon
Barraclough, Paul Brown, Antonio Claudio Carvalho,
Mel Gooding and Chrissy Williams will be available shortly
before the event. The artists’ choices will be revealed on
the evening. Saison Poetry Library, Southbank Centre,
Belvedere Road, London SE1 8XX, UK. This is a free event,
seats are limited. To book, please email:
specialedition@poetrylibrary.org.uk
From Elizabeth Tonnard - self-publishing debate in
Brussels, Wednesday 5th March 2014 at 7pm. Open to all.
On 5th March I am participating in a debate about selfpublishing: “Bringing together the makers’, publishers’ and
distributors’ points of view on contemporary publishing as
a vector for works of art and as a work in itself. Artists-led
books, self and independent publishing will be questioned,
as well as the articulation between the self, the collective and
the public. Can the book be a shared object, an alternative
way of making things public? A debate with bookshop
owner Andrea Copetti (Tipi bookshop) and artists
Elisabeth Tonnard and Vincent Delbrouck, moderated by
Loraine Furter (Fernand Baudin Prize).” Organised by the
photography department of Sint-Lukas in Brussels and open
to anyone interested. Books on display from 6.30pm.
C -3.17 (small auditorium), LUCA School of Arts, Campus
Sint-Lukas, Paleizenstraat 70, 1030 Brussels, Belgium.
http://elisabethtonnard.com
UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours term time: Mon - Thursday 8.30am 9.30pm, Friday 8.30am - 7pm, Saturday & Sunday 10am 5pm. Please check before travelling as opening hours vary
during vacation periods and bank holidays. Library main
desk telephone: 0117 328 4750. http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/campuslibraries/bowerashton.aspx
NEXT DEADLINE: 16TH MARCH FOR THE APRIL MAY 2014 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Report from Cheryl Penn:

An Encyclopaedia of Everything Turns 200 Books.
Encyclopaedias have been around for about 2000 years – still in existence is
Naturalis Historia, written around AD77 by Pliny the elder. The words
encyclopaedia comes from the two words approximating ‘general
education’ and circular/recurrent PLUS training a child – that is, complete
knowledge/education. Apparently, some scribe made a copy error and the
word was born. (1).
As a type of reference work, compendiums of knowledge encompass all
kinds of collected and edited information. Representing the thoughts of the
Enlightenment, Diderot wrote that encyclopaedias were written to change
the way people think (2). The curious thing with this particular collection is
the way information is presented, the change information has undergone in the
hands of an artist. It presents in real time, in original artefact, how artists
and writers interpret and intimately engage with facts – a demonstration of
how artists think and decode subject matter in their own unique ways. And,
this installation continually proves to be an area ripe for artistic
collaboration. Indeed, this collection of works has become a site for my
research into process based, collaborative art practice. As expressed in the
first article the concept for this work is based on the vade mecum and the
renewed interest, world wide, in the notebooks of great men and women.
Let me give you an example of some of the intricacies in developing this
corpus:
On the site http://artistbooks.ning.com hosted by Robert Heather,
Australia, I have organized 12 collaborations. The works from latest efforts
brought the tally of An Encyclopaedia of Everything to 200 books - this is
my reason for the illustrated selection of this article. Proposed as an
autobiography or biography, this collaboration was intended to bring
people-knowledge into the installation. Two formats were available –
accordion and pamphlet stitch and some artists took part in both. I have
chosen only one sample as an illustration of the fascinating array of
interpretations which came about as a result of this project.
According to Christopher Skinner (She) has a name – Bunty Cumberpants,
BUT my take is completely different on Ruth’s beautiful book, simply titled
She. I think of Henry Rider Haggard and the mysterious white queen
Ayesah. – A ‘she’ not quite so all-powerful, but nevertheless possessing her
own unique command and unusual sets of phobias.
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3.0 # 12 (She) Ruth Shaw Williams (UK)
Svenja Wahl chose Joseph Beuys, the German Fluxus artist who shifted
emphasis from what the artist makes to his personality, thus creating a kind
of personal mythology. Without hyperbole, Svenja makes us aware of his
most famous work – How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare and his most
famous ‘incident’ ‘in the Crimea.

3.0 # 12 (Joseph Beuys) Svenja Wahl (Germany) (3)
Robyn Foster dealt with the disappearance of Agatha Christie in a
convoluted format book amply supporting the writer’s words “very few of
us are what we seem”.
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3.0 # 12 (Missing) Robyn Foster (Australia)

(4)

I finally let out the secret – Mona Lisa is a Bhubezi Woman (5), and actually
Leonardo’s mother.

3.0 # 12 (Mona Lisa) Cheryl Penn (South Africa)

Catherine Mc Cue Boes gave the work of her friend Mrs Phyllis Attenborough,
now frail and in a nursing home a beautiful tribute – she remembered her friend,
and we, through Catherine’s artistic voice ‘know’ this artist (6).
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3.0 # 12 (Mrs Phyllis Attenborough) Catherine Mc Cue Boes (Australia)
Theresa Easton turned our attention to Trench Art specific to World War One at
a time when many countries mark the anniversary of the Great War (7).

3.0 # 12 (Someone Made This) Theresa Easton (UK)

Petru Vlijoen took an intuitive look at parallels in the lives of Marilyn Monroe
and Saartjie Baartman. It’s a dark book, dealing with tragedy, not just edited text
reading the same as a section on (trees).
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3.0 # 12 (To Be Somebody) Petru Viljoen (South Africa) (8)
Stephanie Turnbull made a book of prints with a short story by Huw
Turnbull on how the Turnbull’s got their name. It involves a charging bull,
Robert Bruce (King of Scotland) and a flowing red cape (ultimately the
source of the problem it seems).

3.0 # 12 (Turnbull) Stephanie Turnbull (UK) (9)

Christopher Skinner paid homage to a character he and his bother grew up
with - Victor Augustus Hereward Spillage (1830- 1904), the second child of
Lord and Lady Spillage of Decanter. How would Victor EVER have
succeeded the imagination of two small boys without a book of this nature?
For the full story see (10)
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3.0 # 12 (Victor Spillage) Christopher Skinner (UK)
Sue Hobbs, using a few thought provoking words and evocative snapshots
gave us a perceptive awareness of the woman of strength her mother must
be.

3.0 # 12 (Patricia Florence) Sue Hobbs (South Africa)
Judy Bourke decided she knew nobody better than herself. This printed
work (MANY techniques) could be the autobiography of Every Woman.
It’s a book encapsulating a whole life.
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3.0 # 12 (Judy) Judy Bourke (Australia) (11)
I’m just squeezing in Quindi Islands (2012 Wild Life Collection) by TICTAC
(Germany). This book contains artist stamps she created to commemorate
1661 and Adalberto Quindi, a German Italian-born explorer and
cartographer who discovered the islands – there is still a copy of this book
sadly floating between two continents.

TICTAC (Germany) Quindi Islands (2012 Wild Life Collection)
So, I think this gives everyone a good sampling of the fabulous books which
make up An Encyclopaedia of Everything. I haven’t begun to mention the
CirC! Series in collaboration with Allan Bealy (USA), John Bennett (USA),
Mehrl C Bennett (USA), Lesley Magwood Fraser (South Africa), Martine
Rastello (France) and Alicia Starr (USA).
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All books are blogged on:
http://cherylpenn.com/wpb/
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com and
http://artistbooks.ning.com
If you are interested in swopping for this installation, please contact me on
cheryl.penn@yahoo.com - after all – 200 down, 300 to go!
Books are a standard size as befits an Encyclopaedia – A6 (postcard sized)
when closed, hard/strong cover, and 7 - 8 folded A5 pages gives a total of
32 sides. This might sound like a lot, but includes blank end pages, title
page and colophon page.
Participants so far:

	
  

Tiziana Baracchi (Italy)
Vittore Baroni (Italy)
C. Mehrl Bennett (USA)
John Bennett (USA)
Jessica Bothma (South) Africa
Judy Bourke (Australia)
Kathy Boyle (New Zealand)
Vizma Bruns (Australia)
Marian Crane (USA)
Pal Csaba (Hungary)
David Dellafiora (Australia)
Theresa Easton (UK)
Ken Ford (Australia)
Robyn Foster (Australia)
Carina Granlund (Finland)
Rob Grant (Australia)
Rosa Gravino (Argentina)
Karen Greenwood (South Africa)
Uli Grohmann (Germany)
Rebecca Guyver (UK)
Sue Hobbs (South Africa)
Laura Hudson (New Zealand)
Lisa Iverson (USA)
Bifidus Jones (USA)
Satu Kaikkonen (Finland)
Susanna Lakner (Germany)
Robin Lamplough (South Africa
Alexander Limarev (Russia)
Lesley Magwood-Fraser (South Africa)
Yves Maraux (France)
Dean Marks (France)
Catherine Mc Cue Boes (Australia)
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Kathleen Nartuhi (USA)
Not Hi Ng (USA)
Cheryl Penn (South Africa)
Marcela Peral (Argentina)
Martine Rastello (France)
Bernd Reichert (Belgium)
Kensa Rescorla (UK)
Colleen Ross (South Africa)
Ruth Shaw-Williams (UK)
Christopher Skinner (UK)
Mark Sonnenfeld (USA)
Alicia Starr (USA)
Karl Steurer (Switzerland)
Matthew Stolte (USA)
David Stone (USA)
Rod Summers (The Netherlands)
Erich Sunnderman (Austria)
TICTAC (Ptrzia) (Germany)
Cauli Torma (Budapest, Hungary)
Stephanie Turnbull (UK)
Lubomyr Tymkiv (Ukraine)
Guido Vermeulen (Belgium)
Petru Viljoen (South Africa)
Svenja Wahl (Germany)
Nadine Wendell Mojica (USA)
Marie Wintzer (Japan)

Notes:

	
  

(1)

“Copyists of Latin manuscripts took this phrase to be a single Greek
word, enkuklopaedia, with the same meaning, and this spurious
Greek word became the New Latin word encyclopaedia, coming into
English with the sense "general course of instruction," first
recorded in 1531. In New Latin the word was chosen as the title
of a reference work covering all knowledge. The first such use in
English is
recorded in 1644”. Accessed online at
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/encyclopedia

(2)

“Indeed, the purpose of an encyclopaedia is to collect knowledge
disseminated around the globe; to set forth its general system to the
men with whom we live, and transmit it to those who will come after
us, so that the work of preceding centuries will not become useless to
the centuries to come; and so that our offspring, becoming better
instructed, will at the same time become more virtuous and happy, and
that we should not die without having rendered a service to the human
race in the future years to come”. Denis Diderot.

(3)

http://amtfuerpostkunst.wordpress.com/category/look-books/

(4)

http://robfosvisualartist.weebly.com
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(5)

Mona Lisa is a Bhubezi Woman – one of the women who hold up
the world. This information came to light after information was
revealed by Magenta from Between
http://cherylpenn.com/wpb/?s=Magenta

(6)

http://catherinemccue.blogspot.com.au

(7)

http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com

(8)

http://pviljoen.wordpress.com/2014/01/16/artist-bookscollaboration-2/

(9)

http://stephanieturnbull.weebly.com/index.html

(10)

http://lestaret.wordpress.com

(11)

http://www.judybourke.com

(12)

http://tictac-tictac.blogspot.com
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